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THE MINISTER OF STATE IN THE MINISTRY OF 
PARLIAMENTARY AFFAIRS AND MINISTER OF STATE IN THE 
MINISTRY OF URBAN DEVELOPMENT AND POVERTY 
ALLEVIATION (SHRI O. RAJAGOPAL): Madam, we. have no objection. 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: That's fine. The Minister, who is a 
part of the House,   agrees.   The Chair is also a part of the House. 

So, after lunch, which is going to be for one hour, we will take up 

the issue of Gujarat. 

The House is adjourned for lunch for one hour. 

The House then adjourned for lunch at forty-eight minutes 
past one of the clock. 

The House re-assembled after lunch at Fifty one minutes past two of the 
clock, 

[THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN in the Chair] 

SHORT DURATION DISCUSSION 

On the situation arising out of the recent developments in Gujarat 
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am merely saying that he is here and that issue also can be taken up today. It 
doesn't mean I am mixing up Gujarat and Jammu and Kashmir. To do that is 
beyond me. {Interruptions) Mr. Pranab Mukherjee, you will initiate the 
discussion on Gujarat. Only 37 minutes for it, but you have given me five 
names. We have to delete some names. 
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SHRI PRANAB MUKHERJEE (West Bengal): Madam, of course, 
you have the discretion to do so as and when we proceed. We will be entirely 
at your disposal. 

Thank you, Madam Deputy Chairperson, for giving me the 
opportunity of raising a discussion on the situation arising out of recent 
developments in Gujarat. Madam, normally, we don't discuss developments 
of a State unless it is totally called for. So far as Gujarat is concerned, this 
House has, on several occasions, in this year and the last year, discussed it. 
Even before we adjourned on 12""'August 2002, we had a discussion on it 
under rule 176. 

A question may arise as to what recent developments have taken 
place in Gujarat which required discussion on the floor of this House, since 
the dates for the elections have been declared, the political parties are ready to 
fight the elections, the selection process for the candidates is over, the 
nomination papers have been filed, and the Gujarat people are going to elect 
the Government of their own choice. In that context, what was the need for 
raising a discussion on the floor of this House? Certain developments that 
have taken place in the intervening period and even prior to that have some 
bearing on* this House. 

Madam, you will recollect that on 2nd, 3ra and 6m of May, 2002, this 
House had unanimously adopted a motion moved by Shri Arjun Singh. That 
motion had two operative portions. One operative portion was, it urged upon 
the Union Government to intervene under article 355, "To effectively 
intervene, to ensure that the lives and property of people are protected and the 
State is saved from internal disturbance." The other operative part was to 
effectively implement the relief measures. I am coming to that aspect right 
now. If my information is correct -- I am subject to correction --Rs. 150 
crores were sanctioned by the Union Government for relief operations in 
Gujarat and up to 17 October of this year, for relief the amount that has been 
spent by the State Government under the relief and rehabilitation package for 
the riot victims is just Rs. 72.46 crores which is less than 50 per cent of the 
sanctioned amount. I think the riots took place in the months of February and 
March and one and a half lakh people were in the relief centres. The amount 
was sanctioned.sometime in August or September and till 17* October of this 
year the total amount spent was a 
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little mote than 46 per cent. Firstly, the amount was inadequate and even that 
inadequate amount was not spent fully. On top of that in today's Indian 

Express I found a disturbing news item. Had it not been quoted and the 
newspaper had not started by this observation perhaps, it would not have 
come to light. It is on record what the officers have said. One of the officers 
who is the Additional City Collector has said that the entire relief operations 
and compensations are to be suspended as the elections have been declared. 
Thereafter the story runs. I am not going to give the details. Everybody who 
has read the Indian Express may have seen it. What is intriguing to me is that 
he is a senior officer of the Government of Gujarat. But the officer who is 
senior to him - the Relief Commissioner -- is saying that nothing to be done 
and as and when demand for compensation comes, it will have to be accepted 
and it will have to be settled. Which fact is correct? Because the relief and 
rehabilitation for the riot victims was a matter of concern to this House. It is 
an unusual situation and rather it was an unusual Motion to which the Ruling 
Party also agreed. That is why it was adopted unanimously. We considered 
that the efforts made by the State Government were not adequate and, 
therefore, the Union Government should intervene for the effective 
implementation of the relief and rehabilitation programme. We had a 
discussion after passing this Motion in May. On 24"' July we had a review. 
We were assured by no less a person than the Union Home Minister that yes, 
whatever suggestions -- I am not using the word 'direction' - this House has 
put to the Government of India, they will be complied with. But is it an 
indication or performance record of the compliance of the desire of this 
House which was reflected in a unanimously adopted Motion. The second 
development is, election is a normal procedure in any parliamentary 
democracy. In the case of the expiry of the stipulated period or premature 
dissolution of any State Assembly in any of the States, elections take place 
regularly and there is nothing unusual or uncommon in it. ' What has 
happened in Gujarat is that a good deal of debate, Constitutional points and 
legal points arose. Ultimately, the Government had to heed to the advice of 
the Supreme Court about the correct interpretation and position of law. And, I 
am happy that the Supreme Court has given, in its advisory capacity, under 
Article 143 its interpretation of some of the provisions of the Constitution, a 
reference in respect of to which was made to it by the Central Government. 
Madam, two aspects have been cleared once and for all on which this House 
also 
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debated. The first aspect is the period of 180 days, the gap between two 
sittings of a Legislative Assembly. And the second one is whether it could be 
construed that it can be extended to two separately constituted Assemblies or 
should it be confined only to the same Assembly. Fortunately, the ruling of 
the Supreme Court is decisive. And, I do hope that there is no confusion on 
that. But, at the same time, it speaks out that everything is not all right. When, 
by creating a condition, efforts are made to have a premature dissolution of 
the Assembly and to force the election, then the problem comes in. Had it not 
been the case, perhaps, certain undesirable observations, incidents and 
directions that have taken place, and, in which the constitutional offices are 
involved, could have been avoided. There is a constitutional body, which is 
empowered by the Constitution to conduct free and fair elections and the 
institution has acquired fame and standing not only in this country but also 
abroad. If I remember correctly - there are many learned and distinguished 
legal luminaries here A/ho can correct me if I am wrong - even after holding 
the First General Elections, in 1952. when Mr. Sukumar Sen was the Chief 
Election Commissioner, his advise was sought when elections took place in 
Sudan because it was considered that the Indian Election Commission 
conducted elections in a smooth and impartial manner. And the reputation of 
this institution has grown over the years. If this institution is denigrated, 
willingly or unwillingly, it does not help anybody. But, unfortunately, a 
controversy arose. I am not going into the details of it because I would not 
like to score any debating points on this in this House. What I want to 
emphasize is this. Yes; there may be a difference of opinion in regard to 
interpretation of a particular provision of the Constitution which, ultimately, 
was decided by the most appropriate authority and'over which there cannot be 
any question or doubt. But, prior to that, was it absolutely necessary to 
approach the Supreme Court challenging the authority of the Election 
Commission by describing it as partial? Whom are we helping? After all, it 
takes years together to build up the credibility of an institution. But it takes no 
time to destroy the reputation of an institution. And, the strengthening of these 
institutions, to my mind - many hon. Members may agree with me --will 
strengthen the democratic process in this country. These are important pillars.   
Therefore, this aspect is also to be looked into. 

Now, I come to the third area of concern. As I mentioned, election is 
a natural process in any democratic system. Every political party will place its 
work programme,  manifesto and its plan of" action before the 
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people. If they are voted to power, political party will implement its 
programme and say that it has carried conviction with the electorate. But, can 
we have a situation in which the society will be divided and people will be 
divided? Can we achieve anything by dividing the people, by dividing the 
community and society? Who does not know that if there is an election or if 
any decision is taken on the basis of community, the overwhelming majority 
of a particular community will decide it. 

Where is the scope for minority there? If, in an election, or an issue 
is to be decided on the basis of Hindus and Muslims, who does not know that 
the overwhelming majority of a Hindu community will decide. That is why 
we deliberately wanted to avoid elections at that point of time. And, it is not 
merely one party, but all the political parties, over the years, have contributed 
to that process. If I remember correctly, Madam Deputy Chairperson, i think, 
in 1958, after 11 years of his experiences as Prime Minister, Pandit 
Jawaharlal Nehru was asked by a great French author, Andre Malro, "What 
are the two most difficult problems before you that you had to confront as 
Prime Minister". Mr. Nehru, in response to that question, said, "To create a 
secular nation in a highly religious country is the most difficult task". So, that 
was the most difficult task that Shri Jawaharlal Nehru had to confront in the 
first decade of his prime ministership. Therefore, just to win a few seats, can 
we destroy that which had been built so assiduously? If you look at the 
scenario - I would not like to build up that scenario - everybody is aware of it 
because we had discussed it on the floor of this House on several occasions.... 
I am grateful to the ruling party that they readily agreed to when we 
suggested that a message should go from the House of Elders to the people of 
Gujarat, in particular, and to the people of the country, as a whole; that we 
would like to convey a message of unity, a message of solidarity, a message 
of harmony, and let us not disturb that. In any democratic process, elections 
will come and go, parties may be in office or may be out of office, but can we 
destroy whatever we have built up over the years, just keeping our eyes on 
the ballot boxes? How is it that the Election Commission, whose primary 
objective is to conduct the elections smoothly and fairly, had to intervene in a 
matter where the State Government should have stepped in, why the Prime 
Minister had to intervene, why the Union Home Minister had to intervene? 
Because of certain situations which had developed, the Election Commission 
had to intervene in a matter, which normally comes, within the purview of the 
State Government. Therefore, these are the issues, which I do feel, should be  
taken   note  of.   Of  course,   it   is  the  responsibility  of  the   Election 
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Commission, but the Election Commission does not have any machinery. The 
Election Commission has to entirely depend on the machinery provided by the 
State Government or the Central Government to conduct elections in a fair and 
smooth manner, not being swayed away by emotions, not dividing ' the society, 
not dividing the country on the communal line, on the caste line, let the people 
without being guided by any motive, or without being guided by any emotions, 
let the people exercise their rights, which they used to do. That was the reason 
why we opposed the elections at that point of time. If you hold elections when 
emotions run high, there will not be proper application of mind. Unfortunately, 
that has taken place. But let us not vitiate the atmosphere. I am not going to 
elaborate on it, because I have no intention of scoring a debating point here. I 
do feel at the end of the discussion a message should go from this House that let 
the people of Gujarat elect their Government without "fear, without favour, 
without being swayed away by particular emotions. Those issues could be 
settled later on. Thank you, Madam Deputy Chairperson, for having given me 
this opportunity. 

SHRI ARUN JAITLEY (Gujarat): Madam, I am extremely grateful 
to you for giving me an opportunity to respond to the issues raised by the hon. 
very senior Member, Shri Pranab Mukherjee. Certainly, he has made some 
very important points. And, I think, it would not be really open for anybody to 
join with him on the question that we are barely two weeks away from the 
Gujarat elections, and, therefore, the attempt of all should be to ensure free 
and fair elections, and that all controversies that have arisen in the State, in 
the past eight months are really put to rest; and the people elect the 
Government, and the representative Government then looks at how some 
pending issues in the State are to be resolved. He also mentioned that it 
should really be on the basis of performance and not merely on emotions and 
we must call upon the people to vote in the Gujarat elections. I am sure, all 
concerned, all political parties, would look at this very reasonable advice that 
has come from a very distinguished Member. 

In the beginning, with regard to the relief work, he had mentioned 
that even after months, there was something which was still lacking. Madam, 
we all join in the issue that in a tragedy of such great magnitude, it is obvious 
that it would take time before the various wounds are healed. And in the 
matter of relief, I do share his sentiments; not only it has to be 
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expeditious, but it has to be large-hearted also. And, therefore, relief must 
reach out to those people who deserve the most. We have instances, I recently 
picked up figures, only to find that even in Delhi, today, camps are still being 
operated for the post-1984 riots. And the victims of the Bhopal Gas Tragedy, 
which took place in 1984, still cry for relief, every year on its Anniversary. We 
also remember that we have, not in thousands but in six figures, migrants 
from the Kashmir Valley; and they have been there, not for one or two years, 
but for more than a decade. This is the effect that tragedies of this kind leave 
upon our people. And, therefore, I do share his sentiment when he says that 
relief must be extended expeditiously, and that in areas where relief has not 
reached, we must make sure that relief must reach out to those people 
immediately. Madam, in the context of Gujarat, relief had to be given in some 
cases, compensation had to be given in cases where people had lost their 
lives, compensation had to be given to their* kith and kin. There were 
thousands of people whose houses were destroyed. They have to be given 
financial assistance for the purpose of rebuilding their houses. There were 
cases where income generating sources were taken away. They had to be 
given assistance in terms of being able to re-establish their income generation 
units, sources, household effects, etc. These are various areas of relief which 
were required. I don't think after a tragedy of such a great magnitude, anybody 
can really proclaim that everything has gone on perfectly. There would, 
certainly, be many shortcomings because, after all, men who manage this are 
also human beings. A large number of people -- I don't want to go into all the 
data, I have them before me - in each of these categories, in the last eight 
months, have been provided relief. We had people, almost numbering 
1,35.000,'who. left their houses and who were in relief camps. Almost all 
have gone back; only a few of them remained. And the people who remain 
there are those who are still to get back to their houses. The process is going 
on. I am sure, it is the duty of the administration and the Government there, 
irrespective of what happens in the election, to make sure that the last man 
who is entitled to relief gets that. The entire sufferings of the people cannot be 
mitigated. Some people have lost their family members, and some people 
have received injuries. Some of the aftereffects will be long-lasting. But the 
best thai the administration can do under these circumstances, is to make all 
out efforts to extend relief and rehabilitation measures.        
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But, Sir, the issue is not merely in the abstract that we must have fair 
elections, we must make sure that relief reaches all the people. Now, we must 
start looking at that State, and it should be cutting across various political 
parties, beyond the sheer realm of partisan politics. I am conscious of the fact 
that a lot has been said and a lot has been written against my party, in this 
context. But, have we looked at some of the recent developments? Are we 
also criticising what has happened, or, really went a step too far, and tried to 
act on the bickering that took place in the State? I think, the strength of Indian 
democratic process is really on trial. We should see as to how quickly we are 
able to resolve that issue, as far as the State is concerned. I would like the 
hon. Member, Shri Pranab Mukherjee, to seriously consider as to what some 
of his friends in his party have been doing and adding to the situation there. I 
ask, is it fair for anybody-- considering the voluminous evidence, considering 
the criminal investigations, considering the fact that a Commission is on-- to 
make statements that BJP was behind the Godhra incident? Very irresponsible 
statement of this kind was made, and, not merely made, here, in India, it was 
reaffirmed outside India. It was made by the leader of the delegation of your 
party when they visited the United States. What are you really trying to 
indicate? 

AN HON. MEMBER: No. 

SHRI ARUN JAITLEY: I am very glad that the Member is saying 
'No'. We all should have stood up in one voice. We should have said that 
we cannot have two different eyes for looking at those who had perpetuated 
the violence in Godhra or subsequent incidents. In effect, we did try these 
diversional tactics. By making a statement that it was the BJP which was 
behind the Godhra incident, you are not merely deflecting the allegation, you 
are, indirectly, providing a very strong alibi, at least a political alibi, if not, 
the legal alibi, to those who were responsible for perpetuating that incident 
in Godhra, which then triggered off the violence. That violence, in turn, 
created certain upheavals in the State and had consequences which were 
very sad for this country. These are all issues on which we have to 
consider seriously.  

SHRI PRANAB MUKHERJEE: I am «orry to interrupt you once 
again. You are using a very strong language that we are providing a pcjitical 
alibi.    We are not providing any political alibi.    I think, Congress 
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President. Smt. Sonia Gandhi, was the first person to condemn the Godhra 
incident. It has been admitted on the floor of the House repeatedly. I 
emphasize the word 'repeatedly' we have condemned all sorts of violence, 
violences perpetuated in Godhra and also subsequent incidents, because 
violence has to be curbed. That is the message of the democracy. Therefore, 
we are not trying to provide any political alibi anywhere. 

SHRI ARUN JAITLEY: Madam, I am grateful to the hon. Member. 
I am completely in agreement with what he has said. Certainly, the Leader of 
the Opposition in Lok Sabha, Mrs. Sonia Gandhi, had made a statement on 
the very evening of 27m of February itself. I assure him that my reference, 
when I said this, was certainly not to her. She had outrightly condemned the 
incident on the 27m itself. The whole country had heard her statement. And 
we all stand up and condemn that incident, as also the subsequent incidents. 
But when I was referring to 'repeated irresponsible statements' which were 
coming, I need not name the person, I am sure my friend from Gujarat, who 
is here, knows where my reference is. 

SHRI AHMED PATEL (Gujarat): I will explain it when my turn 

comes. 

SHRI ARUN JAITLEY: I know that is not the stand of your party. I 
have come across the statements. My party had put up a poster on the eve of 
elections which in Gujarati said -- it had a particular slogan on it -- it had 
nothing to do with any religion -- 'who is ours' 'apno kaun'. Then came the 
response from your party or, at least, a section of it "f^aft cprr cfjfa" and then 
put the name of the party. 

SHRIMATI AMBIKA SONI (NCT of Delhi): Mr. Jaitley, you are 
treading on a very sensitive ground. If you start talking of slogans, we have a 
lot to go by slogans, beginning right from your Chief Minister down to 
everyone... [Interruptions)... 

SHRI ARUN JAITLEY: Madam, now we are discussing it. This is a 
forum for such type of discussions and this is a forum where we have 
discussed it in the past, and I am sure we are going to discuss it in the 
future also. But there is certainly an element of introspection required by all 
of us. When we are being told that we must all work for bringing normalcy 
to the State, which with God's grace has now returned to the State, I think, 
these are some areas we have to seriously consider ourselves. I, in fact. 
-------- 225 
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came across a statement advising the Prime Minister, from your State Party 
President, "Mr. Prime Minister, why are you speaking on cross-border 
terrorism? Please cross the border to end terrorism." It is a statement which is 
not made off the cuff; it is a statement which is made on national television 
before the national media, and we ask ourselves the question : 'Was that a 
policy of your Party; was your party one at it in suggesting that 'please cross 
the border immediately.'? This is the statement given immediately after the 
Akshardham incident. ...(Interruptions)... Therefore, when we are speaking in 
... (Interruptions)... 
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interruptions. ...(Interruptbns)... Please sit down. ...(Interruptions)... I am not 
going to allow any interruptions. ...(Interruptions)... I have not allowed. It is 

not going on record, �
 <�5 � ] '�:;0 Please sit down. You do not address 

directly anybody. ...(Interruptbns)... It is not going on record. The thing is, it 
is a serious discussion and it should be taken in that spirit. ...(Interruptions)... 

Just one minute. While I am speaking, please keep quiet. ...(Interruptions)... 

Just one minute. When Mr. Pranab Mukherjee was speaking, nobody 
interrupted. So, I would like that everybody should have a say in the entire 
House without interruptions. 
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SHRI ARUN JAITLEY: Madam, I would be too glad to be 

corrected, if any of the three instances that I have illustrated, which I have 

* Not recorded  
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attributed to the State leadership of the Party of my friend and my senior 
colleague, Mr. Mukherjee, -- if any of them - is pointed out to be factually 
incorrect. Why I am saying so is because these are the statements which are 
not only read in the media, but we heard them on television also, and the 
possibility of the television visual going wrong is highly unlikely. I say this, 
Madam, because for the last 5-6 months, fortunately for us, the situation in 
the State has become substantially normal. People who had suffered in the 
relief camps - there were lakhs of people in the relief camps - have gone back 
to their homes; massive rehabilitation work has taken place, some work is 
still taking place,' and if any shortcomings are pointed out in the relief work, I 
am sure that should be taken in the right spirit. The relief work should be 
addressed to those areas where it has lagged behind. Violence has come to an 
end; political, religious, educational, business, every kind of activity has 
begun. I remember when the Lord Jagannaath Yatra was due, there was a 
demand 'let us abandon it this year.'; people kept their fingers crossed, and the 
Yatra went on peacefully. A number of processions -- literally in thousands — 
were taken out during the Muharram period last time. At that time, there was 
still tension in the State, but that religious activity also went on normally 
without any crisis. I remember when my Party decided to take out a political 
programme in terms of a Yatra --please understand this in the right spirit, and 
not merely because we are trying to make some counter point -- a large hue 
and cry was raised. And, the hue and cry was that the situation in the State 
was still not normal. It was said, "You cannot have these kinds of 
programmes because these kinds of programmes will further generate tension 
in the State." Madam, nine phases of that Yatra have gone on! Ultimately, the 
Yatra has a series of political meetings which my Party leaders address there 
everyday. And no incident has taken place. In fact, the Prime Minister, after 
receiving a letter from the Leader of the Opposition in the Lok Sabha, 
advised my Party in the State to defer it for some more time. 

My part/ deferred it. We again started it. We found another letter 
with suggestions: "Please do not have it at all". We were being advised not to 
have it. But, at the same time, at the same point, on the same day, in the same 
district, Phagwail, from the same compound from where we were to start, 
those who were advising us not to take the Yatra, said that they wanted to 
take out their own Yatra on that day. Now, it is a question of very serious 
introspection. When you suggest that the stage is not right for a political 
activity there, is it that it was only not right for our political party 
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to have these activities? After all, when the letter says something, the sanctity 
of that advise was to be considered. At Phagwail we said, we do not want 
confrontation. We deferred it by four days, and said, We would inform about 
it through the media; you please start your own. When we discuss Gujarat, .we 
have to very seriously consider whether the acrimony in the State was created 
only by one kind of incident or one particular ideology or by one kind of 
people9 Madam, this morning, I read a very interesting article. I would suggest 
that every Member on the Congress benches should seriously read it. It is a 
strange kind of perversion which is now creeping into our politics. It was not 
an advice to my party. It was published in the Indian Express on the Editorial-
page, and is written by someone who is consistently critical of us. Criticism of 
the Congress party, today, is on the same ground, on which, at times, you used 
to criticise us. This article is titled: Strong Man Politics. "In Gujarat, Congress 
invokes only Patel." Here the reference is to Sardar Patel. At one stage, people 
used to say that ideologically you claim to possess the legacy of so and so and 
the legacies we represented were being criticised. But, today, what is. being 
said of the strong man of the Indian, politics, one of the tallest leaders this 
country has produced; not only Gujarat, but all sections of the House hold him 
in high esteem. It says: "I asked the Congress supporters: whom will you 
invoke during the campaign? 'Vallabhbhai Patel', they replied in unison." 
Then, the author writes in disgust: "Yet, free India's first Home Minister could 
sometimes relapse into his old attitude of suspecting Muslim loyalty. He 
removed Muslim officials who opted to stay in India; resisted Nehru's efforts 
to reserve certain residential areas for Muslims, and opposed his suggestion of 
employing Muslims to deal with Muslim refugees." I am equally concerned, 
but this is an advice being given by a friend of your party to your party. 
"Indian Muslims, to him, were hostages, to be held in sanctity for the 
treatment of Hindus in Pakistan." 

SHRI JANARDHANA POOJARY (Karnataka): Madam, I am on a 
point of order. Here, a Member is quoting something written by somebody 
outside the House. Here, he is trying to put the vords of some person through 
his mouth.   Where is the relevance? 

SHRI RAVI SHANKAR PRASAD (Bihar): Madam, daily, 
newspapers are being quoted. 
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SHRI ARUN JAITLEY: It is a well-known paper called the Indian 
Express, and the author is 'Mr. Mushar-ul-Hassan. He is no friend of my 
party.   He is a critic of my party.   This is what he writes.   {Interruptions) 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: I would be very happy if we never 
quote newspaper reports in the House. We should take a decision on it. 
Tomorrow, we have a meeting of the Rules Committee. Let us discuss this 
point there. Of course, nobody should refer to newspaper reports, but, he has 
already read it.   Let us take a decision on this. 

DR. MANMOHAN SINGH (Assam): Madam, the real issue is. how 
a particular author can be described as a friend of the Congress party? 

Madam, the real issue is, how can a particular author be described as 
a friend of the Congress Party? He is, I think, quoting out of context, 
completely in an irrelevant manner, and to unnecessarily excite passions. 

SHRI KHAN GHUFRAN ZAHIDI: He is not quoting news; he is 

quoting an articie. 

SHRI ARUN JAITLEY: Yes, I am quoting an article. There is a 
reason why I am quoting it. The reason is this. This is the kind of language 
that we are used to be at the receiving end of. But if we don't know where to 
stop, today...(interruptions)... 

 �� ��� ��	 ��
�(��������): :��� 4�� ��N�� ह/? ...(������)... 

�� ��घ ��� ����(-n��)2<): 8ह �� ह� 5�� ह 0 ...(������)... 

�� 3��� ���(
�T2�� �)5�<): ,QI '�A<� '�, ������<� ��� ���;0 
...(������)... 

I"�!�"��: �
 � ] '�:��0...(������)... 

SHRI ARUN JAITLEY: Madam, I say this because instead of all of 
us standing together and looking at instances of violence which took place, 
whether they took place in Godhra, whether they took place subsequent to 
Godhra, once we start a partisan way of looking at those incidents, it would 
not do us good.   I mentioned in this House earlier, I do recollect, that when 
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an incident in Godhra took place, there were several reports which had come 
out on the subject by private agencies, to find some reason for exonerating 
people who were responsible for it. There should be no reason why those who 
perpetuated Godhra should have been exonerated. Subsequent events .took 
place. They should not have been exonerated. But, at the end of the day, when 
we start defaming and damning a particular system which exists in the State, 
the consequences will be that there will be people, at times, even some well-
meaning people who would go to this extent. And this advice would be to 
you; kindly break-off with that legacy of Sardar Patel because that is a legacy 
which represents something which is ideologically an untouchable.    That is, 
what is being suggested...(interruptions)...    Madam, let me give an 
illustration  (interruptions)...    Iremember, suggestions were even being 
made that our legal and judicial system is not fair enough to deal with the 
situation that exists in the State. Therefore, suggestions were being made, let 
us carry the whole issue into international judicial arenas. That was the lack of 
confidence which was expressed by views of this kind into ...(interruptions)... 

�� 3��� ���: � +�, '�A<� '� 4�� ��< �ह� ह/?...(������)... 

�� +ह�	 "/��: 5�'��� :<�4�� �� K��� �" ���� ह�; �
 :��� 	3< 
'�:��0...(������)... 

DR.       MANMOHAN      SINGH:      Whom      are      you      
referring to?... interruptions)... 

SHRI ARUN JAITLEY: Certainly not.    My reference is certainly 
not ...(interruptions)... 

DR.     MANMOHAN  SINGH:  Then,  you  should  not  make these 

charges. 

SHRI ARUN JAITLEY: Well, the hon. Leader of the Opposition 
must realise... (interruptbns)... 

�� ��� ��	 ��
�: � +�, :���  
�� :��� A�:� ह ? 

I"�!�"��: ह�), -���  
�� A�:� ह 0 ...(������)...  

You don't have to remind me.   I know my duty very .well. 
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SHRI ARUN JAITLEY: I have referred -- Madam, the hon. Leader 
of the Opposition would recollect - I have referred when I said this, to a 
suggestion which a large number of private agencies have made 
....(interruptions)... 

�� 3��� ���: ���� ������ �" 22W ह� �ह� ह , '� �� > 8ह�) 
� ह�� 
ह 0...(������)... 

�� +L
 3�/��: 22W ���� ������ �� ���';0 <���� :� ��� �� X�8��� 
�� ���� �� ���;0 ...(������)... 

I"�!�"��: ��2 �" �+�A�. �� ���;0...(������)...  

�� 3��� ���: �
��  	�^I �" ����� s<�8� ह , ���� ������ '���� ह 0 

SHRI ARUN JAITLEY: Madam, hon. Shri Pranab Mukherjee had 
started by suggesting that there is now a need to have a concerted effort to 
make sure that the elections are free and fair. There was an effort by a large 
number of people to have the elections postponed. The elections have been 
postponed beyond a period of two months from when they should have been 
held. But, fortunately, we have the elections being held on i2m of next month. 
One of the issues in the context of Gujarat, which was not mentioned — I 
wish to emphasise that it has to be a uniform concern of all -- is that Gujarat 
also has become an agenda State for international terrorism. Madam, we may 
recollect what the Head of the State of Pakistan had mentioned in his speech 
in the United Nations. Barring Jammu and Kashmir, the only other Indian 
State which he had named in his speech, was Gujarat. And we have had a 
series of instances. Some have been prevented. One incident of terrorism 
which took place, really shocked the conscience of the whole country, and the 
whole country stood up in anxiety, and fortunately, our valiant security forces 
liquidated the terrorists at the Akshardham temple, and thus, they were able to 
rescue a large number of people. This is also one important area as far as 
Gujarat is concerned, and we are discussing the situation in Gujarat. I am one 
with Mr. Pranab Mukherjee when he said that, wherever relief work still 
remains to be completed, it must be completed expeditiously. The elections 
must be free and fair. At the same time, the entire State, the entire country, 
and all people across the political spectrum, must condemn those instances of 
terrorism with one voice, which have taken place in the State, and a proper 
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mechanism should be evolved to check the recurrence of those instances in 
future. There have been a large number of modules which are operating in 
and around that State, which have been bursted, and I am sure, even in that 
area, our security forces would continue to do their best. Madam, I am 
extremely grateful to you for having given me this opportunity, and I am sure 
that the elections, which are going to be held, will finally be, free and fair, as 
democracy is a great leveller, to some of the large number of existing 
problems which have cropped up in the State in the last eight months. 

DR. ALLADI P. RAJKUMAR (Andhra Pradesh): Madam, thank 
you very much for giving me this opportunity .to speak on this important 
subject. Madam, keeping in view the ensuing elections in Gujarat, is it fair on 
our part to have a discussion on Gujarat? Madam, Gujarat has already been 
wounded. Let^us not spill salt on its wounds. I appeal through you, Madam, 
that this House of Elders should send a constructive message to the people of 
Gujarat for the coming Assembly elections. Madam, the Telugu Desam party 
has always stood for true democracy. In this true democracy, the Constitution 
has given a clear-cut message that whenever there is an election in any State, 
it should be free and fair, and the citizens should have a right to exercise their 
vote without any fear or favour to elect their representatives. For this purpose, 
the Election Commission of India, the Government of India and the "State 
Government should create a healthy atmosphere to conduct a free and fair 
election. Madam, today, I appeal to both the parties-right and left-- not to 
score points by making any provocative statements which may hurt the 
sentiments of the people of Gujarat. Therefore, it is the duty of all the political 
parties and the State Governments to respect the spirit of the Constitution, and 
to uphold the unity and integrity of this country. The main pillar of 
democracy is free and fair election. No political party, no organisation and no 
individual should indulge in acts which may vitiate the atmosphere for 
conducting the free and fair election. Therefore, my submission to the 
Government of India is that the large number of riot victims, who are living in 
those camps even now, should be properly rehabilitated and adequate 
compensation should be given to them on humanitarian grounds, and not as 
bribery for the coming elections. In the end,. I appeal to all that a congenial 
atmosphere should be created in Gujarat so that elections may take place 
peacefully and in an environment of harmony and brotherhood so that we can 
show to the world that we are law-abiding people, and we continue to believe 
in the rule of law and communal harmony.   Thank you very much. 
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SHRI NILOTPAL BASU (West Bengal): Madam Deputy Chairman, 
at the outset, I concede that this is really a very unprecedented debate, 
because I think this is the fourth time that we are debating the issues arising 
out of the Gujarat situation, in this august House. We discussed it in the first 
phase of the Budget Session; we discussed it in the second phase of the 
Budget Session, when we passed a unanimous resolution; in the last session, 
Monsoon Session also, we discussed Gujarat, to review the implementation of 
the Resolution that we had unanimously passed in this House, and finally, 
today, we are having this discussion. I think Shri Pranab Mukherjee has given 
his own explanation as to why some of us had to give this notice for having 
this discussion on Gujarat. Now, I have my own explanation, because the 
recent developments that have taken place in Gujarat - I don't want to hark 
back to the times to which my good friend, Shri Arun Jaitley, was referring - 
the recent occurrences, statements, issues and processes, are not only 
threatening the process of free and fair polls in Gujarat, but are also posing a 
very, very serious threat to the future of democracy in this country. Now, as 
Shri Pranab Mukherjee has very elaborately and eloquently explained, the 
prerogative of holding the elections, and to ensure that it takes place in a free 
and fair manner, is with the Election Commission. But I suppose, a part of the 
House does not accept that, because Shri Jaitley. when he spoke, was saying 
that the elections were taking place two months later than when it should 
normally have taken place. I Was. trying to listen to him very carefully. Then, 
even after the kind *of arguments that Shri Jaitley made last time here, in this 
House, even after they have been rejected, not only by the Election 
Commission, but, subsequently, upheld by the Supreme Court itself, he still 
does not accept that verdict that the elections are taking place at a point of 
time when the Election Commission can make the best efforts to ensure that 
the elections are free and fair. This is very important. Madam, because the 
holding of elections in a free and fair manner depends on the kind of issues on 
which the elections will take place. I must thank the Mover of this motion that 
he tried to steer clear of any acrimony, and, I hope - of course, hoping against 
hope - it will Remain as such. But I am afraid, it may not remain so, because, 
in the context of relief and rehabilitation, which was the first point, the kind 
of references that came, of what happened in Kashmir or what happened 
during the partition of this country and the resettlement of refugees, is again 
repackaging of the same kind of action, reaction and balancing kind of 
politics and political discourse which has actually vitiated the atmosphere 
already. I have listened to Shri Jaitley very, very carefully. 
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He still, subconsciously, feels that it is Godhra which. triggered the 
subsequent events. You can check the record. Yet, the same issue, the same 
approach, the same mindset, is again being clearly displayed on the floor of 
the House. It is being clearly, yet again, displayed on the floor of this House 
that what happened subsequent .to Godhra was a reaction to Godhra. Now, 
unless we come out of this mind-set, howsoever seriously we may try, I think, 
the process of elections in Gujarat cannot be free and fair. Now, my friend, 
Shri Ravi Shankar Prasad, is there. We have been sharing the process of 
.cleansing the political life, and particularly, the election process in this 
.country, from manipulation, 'from influence of cash and muscle power.' ft is 
on the basis of such issues that we want the people to vote. This is our biggest 
safeguard. We do not organise sham elections, like we had in our 
'neighbouring country. Our Election Commission has made us proud. People 
in the whole world, even m the international community, have made 
statements, contrasting what happened in Jammu and Kashmir with what 
happened in Pakistan. And, what is our response to that Election Commission, 
to a certain step Baal was initiated by the Election Commission? The caretaker 
Chief Minister of Gujarat has made a specific reference to the religious 
denomination of the Election Commission. He is saying all this because he is 
a Christian. Mr. Arun Jaitley was taunting us, daring us to refute the 
statements. He should understand that as he is watching television, we are also 
watching television, and television journalism has changed the whole character 
of the political and electoral process in this country. So, we have seen the 
caretaker Chief Minister of Gujarat making statements which were recorded 
in.cameras. He says: "Vote for a Government which is not pro-Pakistan". 
Now, can that kind of political discourse ensure free and fair elections in this 
country? I think day before yesterday, the Election Commission had to step 
out. It was about a certain poster, which on one side of it had the caretaker 
Chief Minister's photograph, and, on the other, the face of Musharraf, as if the 
fight is between Musharraf and Narendra Modi. So, the logical conclusion to 
which the caretaker Chief Minister wants to lead the people of Gujarat is that, 
all those who are opposing Narendra Modi are equal to Musharraf. And, this is 
the kind of political approach that goes on. And it is not a strange thing. Now, 
as a result of this discourse, what is happening? The other day. the hon. Home 
Minister made a Statement that India can never become a "Hindu State" or 
"Hindu Rashtra"... (interruptions)...   Whatever it is... {Interruptions)... 
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I know your level of ignorance, your understanding, on the 
nationality question and Statehood question. I don't go into that. Your 
understanding of Indian Statehood was rejected during the freedom struggle 
of the country, at the time when we adopted a secular Constitution. I don't 
want to go into that. But what I am saying is that this kind of a process 
was unleashed by the Vishwa Hindu Panshad. I don't know which kind of 
Hindus they are representing. I don't find in this country any sensible Hindu 
who thinks that the Vishwa Hindu Parishad rs representing him. They say 
that the hon. Deputy Prime Minister is a pseudo secularist. The BJP's 
official spokesman-he is our new colleague-says, with alacrity, "No, they did 
not  say that".     The VHP  attacks  and the  BJP  clarifies. After  
that 
clarification the VHP apologises. They say, "We are prepared to apologise". 
(Time bell) ...Madam, I may be given two or three minutes. Dr. Rajkumar is 
not here.   He had spoken for a little time.   If you don't mind... 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN:   Dr. Rajkumar took less than his 
time. 

SHRI NILOTPAL BASU: I know that. Please just bear with me for 
two minutes. 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: No. The thing is that when we took a 
decision in the Business Advisory Committee, to which you were also a 
party, we have to adhere to it. 

SHRI NILOTPAL BASU:   In that case, I will sit down. 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Please do that. We took a decision in 
the Business Advisory Committee that we would have a discussion for two 
hours. Nobody has stopped you from asking for more time. You have to 
adhere to your own decision. I am only reminding you about your 
commitment. 

SHRI NILOTPAL BASU: Madam, I think we have decided to have 
a discussion for four hours. 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: No. We did not. I have the paper with 
me and it mentions only two hours. 

SHRI NILOTPAL BASU:   Okay, Madam.   I will just wind up. 
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Therefore, the question is: Can we allow anybody, as a matter of 
principle, in-an election, to directly appeal to the voters on the basis of 
religious denomination? My point is whether it can be allowed or not. Every 
day, I am listening to Mr. Jaitley saying that they would speak only about 
performance and development. In Godhra, the election office of the BJP has 
been opened. Who had opened? Some victims of the Godhra train tragedy. 
Posters have been put up, Musharraf versus Modi. This is the kind of 
propaganda that the VHP is unleashing. Yesterday, the International Secretary 
of the VHP, Shri Pravin Togadia, said that they would fan out five lakh 
volunteers all over Gujarat and they would try to defeat all those candidates 
who are anti-Hindu. I would like to know whether the VHP is a political 
party. What is the attitude of the Government towards the VHP? The hon. 
Deputy Prime Minister is not here. But the hon. Minister of State for Home 
Affairs is here. Can the language that they are speaking be allowed? We are 
very clear in our opinion that what the VHP is saying are exactly those things, 
which may be due to compulsion or the kind of supervision that the Election 
Commission is doing, which the BJP loves to say. The VHP is supplementing 
the BJP campaign. The VHP is exactly supplementing the BJP campaign and 
vitiating the atmosphere. I think this House is fully within its right to discuss 
this issue, because the recent developments and the. statements made in 
Gujarat actually portend a grave threat to the future of democracy and 
secularism, which are the fundamental parts of our Constitution, in this 
country. Therefore, in the light of the unanimous Resolutions that we had 
passed in the past, we, and the Government of India, should try to effectively 
check the type of campaign that the VHP has unleashed, the vitiation of 
atmosphere and the attempts at polarisation of the voters on communal and 
religious lines so that free and fair elections can be  held in Gujarat. 
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-
�	�
�� �ह����, ��N� ���<�* �� ह�� '� ����� 8R<�	��
A�< ��  �� �� 
��<�� ���� X��u �� �� 5�� 7� �'a����� <�5 '��� 8ह�) �� ��CA5 �� ��<� �� �ह 
�� ह���� >�A� ����� ह/0 �/ ��N�� ह3 ) �� �ह ����� 8R<		�� 
A�< ��,
���  ह 0 
�ह����, :� �� �U� ��. �� ��� 7� 4�� ह� ���� ह ? ����� 8R<�	�� 
A�< �� 
�� 8ह �� �� -#ह��� ��� �� ,�)+ ���� ��, '�U�� �� ����� ��0 ��� �� �����0 
-#ह��� ��BAJ �ह� �� ��� ��0 हh�� ��'���w�� 7�<�� �� '� -� �� 
�� 2<� �� 
8ह�) �� > 5U�+ ह��� 8�<� ह  �� -#ह��� ��*��. �� �ह���� �� �� ,5� �� > ह�� �� 
-���  �<; �
 <�5 �'a����� ह�5�0 ����� 8R<		�� 
A�< ��  �� �� '� <�5 >�A� 
���� ��  ����� �� �ह� ह/, ह���� �<; -��� �U� ��. �� ��� ह� ह� �ह= ���� ह 0 8ह 
ह���� ��BJ�� ���� ��0 8ह �	� H�. 7� �hह� ���� ��0 ��ह��, �' 8ह�) '��� 	�^I� 
�" �ह� '� �ह� ह , �� ����� 
A�< 7� 
)�+� '� �" �ह�� �U� �+*�"��� ��, <���� ह� 
�	� '���� ह/ �� 
)�+� '� ��  �<; -� ��  �� �" ����� ��� �� 7� 
)�+� '� �� 
����� 
A�< ��  �<; ����� ��� ��0 <���� ��*.  5�'��� ��  2���8 ��  �w��'� ���� 
ह�; �' '� ���" ह� �ह� ह/, �/ ��N�� ह3 ) �� �ह 5<� ��� ह 0 ह�" ह���� ��'����� 
�8��. ��ह� �8��� �� 6
� -]�� ह�5�0 �ह� ����� �" ,5� 5�'��� �� �ह� ����� 
� 
<��� ह  �� �/ ��N�� ह3 ) �� �'��� �� �8���� �" '� ह�" �ह�� ���8 �3R� ��<� �S�, 
,Cह�� 8 �8.-H�. ��	�8, ह�" :� �� �O� ���� 2��ह;0 <���� �' �S� �� '5ह 
,�S� �� <� ह , ,ह=�� �� '5ह Cह�� �� <� ह/ 7� �8.H�. ��	�8 7� 8����8 
�� A3 a���" �� 	�8�� �� '5ह �' �*��, �*���
���� 7� ��)&������� ह 0 �/ 
��N�� ह3 ) �� ,5� ह� -� �ह�� ���8 �3R�� 
� �ह= 2<�5� '� ह���� ��BJ�
�� 
�ह���� 5�)H� �� ��;, �� 5�'��� �� �ह� ����� 
� �ह= <� ����0 �ह����, ���� H�. 
�� �hह� 4�� ह ? �' H�. �� �hह� �� :�����< 5�'��� �" ��*.  �n� हU
�� ��  �<; 
����  '� �ह� ह 0 H�. 7� �hह� �� ���� 7� 	�58�� �� 
ह�)2�� ��  �<; ह��� ह 0 H�. 
�� �hह� �� ��<� ह  �QI� 	�8��, <���� 'ह�) Cह�� ह , 8ह�) H�. �	� �ह= ह� 
����, 'ह�) ���8 ह  8ह�) �hह� 	� �ह= ह� ����0 ,5� -�� 
<A�� �ह" �� ����� 
-�2� ह�5�, 'ह�) H�. ह  8ह�) Cह�� �ह= ह�5�, 'ह�) �hह� ह  8ह�) �	� ���8 �ह= ह� 
����0 

 -
�	�
�� �ह����, 4�� �' ह� �� 5�'��� ��  <�5� �" ���O� �� 	�8�� 

 �� ���� �� ����� �� ह ? �' 	� 8ह�) ��  <�5� ,���O� �� 	�8�� �ह�3� �� �ह� 
ह/0 ह� 8ह�) y� ;)+ *� �� :<�4�� �� ��� �� �ह� ह/, <���� ह� �<�2�� �� �ह� ह/ 
8ह�) 5�� 
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���� :)�A�µ3�)� �� 2�ह" 8ह ;�.;2.��.��. ह�, 83�� ����� ह�, 
�������A� ����� ह� �� :<�4�� ����� ह� 0 �	� �� +���b�+ ���� �� ����� �� 
5�� ह 0 �� ���� ह� 4�� 2�ह�� ह/? 4�� ह� 5�'��� �" y� ;)+ *� �� :<�4�� �ह= 
2�ह��? 

�ह����, ,	� ��<�* ;)+ ��ह ���<A��� �� ��� ह� �ह� ��, <���� ह��� 
��ह ���<A��� ��  �<; 8ह�) 4�� ���� ह ? 4�� <�5� ��  ���� ���; ह/? 4�� -��� 
���8'� ��<� ह ? 
ह<� ;� +�[ <�� <�5 ��<�* �/ @� �" ��0 -���  ��� 20-25 ह'�� 
<�5 �ह 5; 7� -���  ��� ;��@A<� ��<�* �/ @� �)� �� ��; 5; -� �" '� <�5 �� 
-��� �ह� 5�� �� '�(, ����� �� > �ह= ���5�0 �' 	� ,ह������ ��*� �" 
��[� 2�� �g <�5 �'. ह/, <���� ���� '5ह� 
� �' 	� 7-8 ह'�� <�5, 19-20 ,� 
����D��:�+ �/ @� �" ह/ �� <�5� ��  घ�� 
� ह/ �� 8� ��� �/ @� 2<� �ह� ह/0 -���  �<; 
��*.  6
� 8�<� �ह 5�� ह , 7� ��� �ह��� �ह= ह  �� �ह�) �� ���;)5� 8� ����0 
-
�	�
�� �ह����, �� <�5� ��  ���� ��
��� �ह= ह� 
� �ह� ह/, �� <�5 ह/ �'� �� 
'5ह �ह� ��<� ह , �� <�5 ह/ �'� �� '5ह 
� <�5� �� �f'� �� �<�� ह 0 ,� �ह�) 
'�;)5� 8� <�5? �' �� <�5 5��� 	� ह 0 �� <�5 8�A� �<�A �" ,
�� ��� �'. �ह= 
��� 
�;, �ह :<�4�� ����� �� �ह� ह 0 �� ����� :� ����  �<; 4�� �� �ह� ह , 
ह�"  :� ���� �" 	� ��2�� ह�5�0 

�ह����, ह� ��BJ ���WI �� ��� ���� ह/, <���� ��BJ �� ���WI ��*.  �A, 

S�� �� ���"A �� �ह= ह�5�0 -���  �<; <�5� ��  ��<� �� '�U�� 
U�5� <�5� �� 
�'��� <��� ह�5�0 �ह����, �'��� ��  ���  ह���� ��� �� Cह������ 7� 
������� 
�" �A8��� ह�� 7� ,� <�5� ��  ��<� �� �A8��� ह� �ह� ह 0 '� �� �
 <�5� ��  
��<� �� '�U�� �� ��� �ह= ��"5�, �/ ��N�� ह3 ) �� �� �� �ह� ����� �" 5�'��� �� 
�ह� ����� 
� �ह= <� 
�;)5�0 ह���� '� ���< m�)2� ह , -� �� �' �ह�-�ह� ���� 
�� ����� �� '� �ह� ह 0 ह���� ���< * ��4� �� �S� ���� �� ����� �� '� �ह� 
ह 0 �ह����, ,5� ह���� ��� �� ����'� m�)2� �� ���< * ��� �S� ह� '�;5� �� 
ह� ह��� ��� �� �'�3� 7�  ����8� ��� �ह ��" 5�  �'� ���  �����'� m�)2�  
A�A  '�;5�  -� ��� ह���� ���< * ��� 	� A3A '�;5�0 �/ ��N�� ह3 ) �� :�  �� ��� 
�� ���� �U� ������ ह�5� :��<; :� 2���8 �� ��*.  �n� ह���< ���� ��  �<; 
:�����< �ह� ���� '��� 2��ह;0 ह�" ,
�� ��'� ��� �8��� �� 6
� -]�� ह�5� 7� 
'� ह� !�� �� 
�;5" �	� �ह� ����� �" ह� ��N"5� �� ��� ��  �<; ह� �� > ���� 
2�ह�� ह/0 �ह ���� ���" ह�" �w��'� ���� ह�5�0 

�ह����, 5�'��� �" 5g�8 ��1�;) ����<� '� �ह� ह/, �'��� �'t �
 �� 
�ह� ��0 ]�� ह , �
 �����<; ह�" ��� ;���' �ह= <���� ��� 2�' �� 5g�8 ��1�;) 
8ह�) ����<� '� �ह� ह/0 �' 5�'��� ����, ����'� �g� 
� ��W� ह� 2��� ह 0 
���� ����� 5�'��� �� �ह ह  �� �' 5�'��� 
� 47 ह'�� ���U Q
; �� �'W ह  
���� &)�� X��u �� ��� 950/- Q
; �� :)A���A �� 
U �ह� ह 0 �'<� 
��^�� �� 8ह�) 

� +8<
�"A ��  �<; 
 �� �ह= �� 
� �ह� ह/0 +8<
�"A � 8ह�) �� > ��� ह� �ह= �ह� ह 0 
�ह� '� �ह� ह  �� 8ह�) ��  ��`��)1� 
�
3<� ह/0 
�� �ह=, �ह �ह�) �� �8} ����� 5�� 
ह ? �/ -��" �ह= '���  
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2�ह��0 
 �� �� :�����< -���  ;+8AW:'�"A ��  �<; �� �� �ह� ह/, <���� 
�8��� ��  �<; �ह= �� �ह� ह/0 

�ह����, ��N� ;� ��� �� ���� 	� ह  �� ,QI '� �� �' �ह 
ह<� ��� 
�8����� ह   �� ������ '� �� 7� ��)b�� �� 5�H�� �� '� :)��+"A ह�� 27 *�8�� �� ह� 
�) +�� �� ���� ��0 <���� �ह 2�' 8ह�) ��  ��`��)1� �ह�� ��  �<; � ��� �ह= ह/ ��R� 8ह 
��� ��� �ह� �ह �ह� ह/  �� ��)b�� �� �) +�� ह� �ह= ����0 ��N� ���� ह  �� s<�� �* � 
ह�6� �
�� :���  ;4��@A ���� ह 0 
���)�� �" '�  ��   ������ '� �� �
�2 ��, -��� 
��U-���U �� ����� ��� 5��0 '� �
��  5g�8 ��1� �" 	�^I ह�; ह , 8ह �� A�<��8'� 

� �; ह/, ,����� �" �; ह/ ���� �'��� ����� ह/, 2�ह� :<�4�� ����� ह� �� ��)b�� 
,K�O� ह�, -� �� 5�<� ���� ��  ,<�8� 7� �� > �ह= ���� 5��0 * ��<� @<�C�5 ��  ��� 

� <�5� �� 	�8�� �� -����� �� ����� �� 5�0 <�5� ��  �"A��"A �� -����� �� 
����� �� 5�0 �ह� �� �
�� 5g�8 ��1� �" ह�� ह 0 ���� 5g�8 ��1� �� ���� 4�� 
��? ��*.  2���8 '���� ��, �n� ह���< ���� �� �n� हU
�� ��, ���� �g� �� 5g�8? 
:��� <�5 5�'��� �" ���� 5;0 8ह�) :)��� �ह= :)������ ���� 5� ��, ���8 �ह= ��R� 
���8��  �S� ह� 5� ��0 8ह �g� �� 5g�8 <� �ह� ��? :���  ��� H�. ��  ��� 
� ;� ��1� 
����<�� �� ����� ��0 �/ ��N�� ह3 r �� H�. 7� �hह� �� ह�" -
� -]���  ह�5� �	� 
ह� �ह� ����� ��  ��BJ �ह� �� ��� ��"5� 7� ,5� !�� �� 
�;)5� �� ह� ��N�5� �� �ह� 
����� �" ह��� ��BJ ��  �<; �� > ���� ह 0  

�ह����, 5�'��� �" 2���8 �� ह� '�;5�, 2��8 8ह�) �S� ह� '�;5�, <���� 
,RA���A<� 5�'��� �� '� ������ ह�5� ��� �� '� ������� ह�5�, ��BJ �� '� ������ 
ह�5�, -��� ह� 	�
�� �ह� �� 
�;)5�0 �/ ��*.  :��� ह� �ह�� 2�ह3 )5� �� :� 2���8 �� 
�ह�� ह� �����<� <��� 2��ह; :��" ��~�)� �� <U�� ह��� 2��ह;0 ह� �� ��~�)� ��  �<; 
<U�5�0 ह���� �S� ,Cह�� �8.H�. ��	�8 7� ���� '� ���8 ��R� ह , -���  �< ह� <U��� 
<U"5�0 ���� '� 
��A��) ह/, '� ह���� �n�H��� 
O ह/, -��� �'� ��ह ���� ह , ��� ह� �� 
ह���� <�5 �� '�U�� �" �8T8�� ���� ह/0 ��N� �ह= ��<3�, 8ह 4�� ���� 2�ह�� ह/0 ,#� �" 
��*.  �/ :��� ह� �ह3)5�0  

-��� '� ��� ह  8ह ,ह<� ������ '���0 
ह���� 
 5�� ��हf�� ह  'ह�) �� 
ह�)2� 0 

�ह����, �/ �� �ह �ह�� 2�ह3 )5� �� ह� ��� !�� 5<�� � ��", �'��� 8'ह �� 
��� 8�<� ���� �" ह�� 
>��8� ह� 4���� ����� �" ह��� �� > !�� �)'� 	� 
�; ह/ �� <aह� 
�� ��� �� 7� ������� �'� 
���0 �� �� �� :��� ��2; 7� �ह '� �ह� ह� �ह� ह  �ह 
�ह� ��BJ ��  �ह� �" ह�, 5�'��� ��  �ह� �" ह�0 H#�8��0 
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I"�!�"��: L� ���ह� ���w��0 ��w��� '�, ����; �ह �+��A '� ह  :��" 
�<��A�+ A�:� ह 0 ह� ���� ह  �� �
�� ��+�� �
�2 ह�, �5� �ह :��" �� �N� A�:� 

� 2<�� 
U�5�0 �
 ���� ��' ��< <��';0 

�� #��ह	 ��_�$�(-n� &���): � +�, @<�' �
 ���� �&8�<�' �� >���;0 
� +�, �+@A� 2������, �/ �
�� ��t5�'�� ह3 r �� �
�� ��N� ��<�� �� �g�� ����0 
�' �ह�) �/�� �n� 
O ��  ����� �� 	� ���� 7� ����� ����� �� 	� ����0 �/ �ह 
�ह�� 2�ह�� ह3 )0 �� 5�'��� �" �' �*�� �� ��हg< ह  7� 8ह :� ��हg< ह  7� 
8ह�) :� ��हg< �� 2���8 ह��� 8�<� ह/0 �/ ��N�� ह3 r �� 
2�� ��<� �" ���� 	� ���� �" 
:��� �g* :��� �*�� ��  ��हg< �" 2���8 �ह= ह�; ह , :��<; 8ह�) 
� *� �� 7� y� 
:<�4�� �)	8 �ह= ह 0 �' 8)ह�  
� '� घ�� �" � ]� ह�; <�5 ह/, � a
� �" �ह= घ�� �" � ]� 
ह�; '� <�5 ह , 8ह �ह*3 ' <�5 ,
�� �� 5 �-�ह*3 '  �ह��� �� �ह� ह/, ,����O� 
�ह��� �� �ह� ह/0 8ह�) ��*.  ���<��� ,����O� �ह= ह/, �' Cह#�3 	� ,����O� ह/ 8ह�) 

� '� ��'����� �< ह/, ����g� 
� '� 8ह�) �� �����, 8ह ,���O� �� 	�8�� 
� 
��'����� �� �ह� ह 0 �ह#��() �� ���<���� �� +���� '� �ह� ह , ���<���� �� �ह#�� 
�� +���� '� �ह� ह 0 �ह#��() �� �ह� '��� ह 0 �� ����, �ह 
�)2 
2�� 8�<� ����� 
�S� �� ��5�, ����� �� '�;5� 7� ���<��� �" �g* 8 �� ह� ह 0 '� 5�'��� �" ह��0 
�ह#��() �� 5�H�� �� +� ������ '��� ह 0 ���<��� �� 5�'��� ��  +� ������  '��� 
ह 0 '� ���' �g* ��  6
� �ह�� ह , '� ,���O� ��  6
� �ह�� ह , -� ���' �� 
�������" �U� ��'�� ह��� ह/0 

�+@A� 2���� � ���ह�� �/ ����� �� ����  2�ह�� ह3 ) 7� :� ��R� ��  
��'������ ��  �ह�� 2�ह�� ह3 ) �� :� ��R� �� �������" ह��� �g* ��  -
� �ह= ��� 
�=, ह��� !����� ��  6
�, ��)�*+"� ��  6
� �������" ��= �= 7� �' '� :� ��R� 
�� ,������ :� ��R� �� ��'��AA��g*'�� ह�, ��*.  ,�4<�� �ह=, �� �ह :� 
��R� ��  �<; �ह�� �U� ���� ह 0 :� �g* ��  ��हg< �" �' 5�'��� �" '� 8�A� ह/, 
��� �g� 
� '� � a
� �" �ह�� ह/0 '� � a
� �� '��.��� ����<� 5; ह/, 	�5�� 5; ह/, 
:H� -H�, ��<3� �ह= 8� 8�A� 8�A +�<"5� �� �ह=0 8�A +�<�� ��  �<; '� �"A�. ���; 
'� �ह� ह/, -��" �g* ह  �� ह� -� �/A�. �� � �� '�;5"0 ���� �
��  %��� ����� �� 
�ह ��`8��� ह  �� :� <�5� ��  �<; '� 8ह�) �� ,�4<��" ह/, '� 8ह�) ��  ��h�� 
����  ��  <�5 ह/, -���  �<; ��� &�)H ��; '�); ���� 8� '��� 8�A +�< ��" 0  

[I"�!�`�7 (�� ���)a"� -��) 
�]���� ह�;] 

-
�	�K�O '� ,	� 'A�<� ��ह� �� �ह� ह� 8ह� '`�� 
� ��ह� �� �ह� 
ह/, <���� 4�� '`�� 
� ��ह� ���� �� �ह ����� ह  �� 8ह�) 
� '� 
 a*< A ��)A� '� 
�ह� ह/ �8T8 �ह#�3 
��^� ��  '��;. -��" ��5�U�� ��ह� �ह �ह�� ह/ �� �ह 2���8 
��)b�� 7� 	�.'.
�. ��  ��2 �ह= ह , �ह 2���8 ������ (� ���� ��  ��2 ह 0 �ह 2���8 
���<��� 7� ���� ��  ��2 <U� '�;5�0 �8T8 �ह#�3 
��^� 8ह�) 
� :� ��� �� �ह�� 
ह 0 �' "�ह#������ A�:a�" �� ��A ���� ह  ;� 
 a*< A ��)A� 5�� ह 0 ...(������)... 
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I"�!�`�7 (�� ���)a"� -�1) : ;� ���A ���ह� '�0 ���<; 8�W '�, 
�
�� 4�� �ह�� ह ? 4�� �
�� ��� �* �+.� ह ? 

�)0 ���-b# (�ह ��c (:n� &���): '�, ��� @8�:)A �* ��+. ह ? 

I"�!�`�7 (�� ���)a"� -�1): 4�� @8�:)A �* �+.� ह 0 

�)0 ���-b# (�ह ��c :���� @8�:)A �+� �ह ह  �� '� X��u �ह�) ��� 
,
�� �*�� �ह= �� ����, -� X��u ��� �ह= <��� 2��ह; 7� �� ��5�+�� ��ह� �� 
��� – ��� ��� <� �ह� ह/0 

I"�!�`�7 (�� ���)a"� -�1):!�� �� :���  
ह<� L� ,�I '�A<� '� �� 	� 
�'���  ���� �� �ह�, 8ह ���� 	� �ह�) �ह= �����0 �ह '� ��*�"� � �ह� ह , �ह 
��5�+�� '� �� ���� ह , �ह 
�
� �� 	� >
 2��� ह , :�� A�<��8' 
� 	� ���� ���� ह , 
:��<; ���� `��< �� :��� ��� @8�:)A �* �+.� ���� �ह= ह 0 �
 ���<; ���ह� '�0 
...(������)... ����; ��� ����� ह , ह��� ��� ��  ,����� 2<�� ह�5�0 
...(������) ... �ह ��� ��w� �ह� ह 0 (������) ... 

�)0 ���-b# (�ह ��c : �ह �
�� �C<5 ह  �� �ह �ह ��� 
�:)A �* 
�+.� �ह= ह ? ...(X�8H��) 

I"�!�`�7 (�� ���)a"� -�1) : '� -��� ���� ��, '� -��� ���� 
:<�4J���� ���+�� ��  ����� ��, -� 
� �H���� :#ह��� ��� �A@
I� �� ह 0 
(������)... 

�� !�O���	1 �$�# (�ह� (-n� &���): �' ���ह 2���� � ��ह� �� �C<5 
�� �� ह  �� ���� ��� �ह= �<�� '�;5�, �
 -� �C<5 ��  ��R�� < ]�� �8
��� 
�C<5 �� �ह� ह/, 4�� :��� ��� �<�� '�;?  

I"�!�`�7 (�� ����)a"� -�1) : �/ ��� �C<5 �ह= ���ह� ह3 ), �/ @8�:)A 
�6A �� �ह� ह3 )0 ...(������)  

�� !�����	1 �$�# (�ह� (-n� &���): �
�� �C<5 �� ह  :���  @8�:)A 
�* �+.� 
�0 ..(������)  

I"�!�`�7 : �ह ��� !�� ��� �ह= ह 0 ..(������) 

�), ���-b# (�ह ��c : ��#�8�, ���+�� �� ��� �� �ह� ����� 4�� 
-��� -%� ���� '� ���� ह ? ...(������)... 
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I"�!�`�7 (�� ���)a"� -�1) : :��" ��� �
�n'�� ���, �'���  6
� 
@8�:)A �* �+.� ह� ...(������)... 

������� "ह�� ���� -�� �1� ���3.  I�$�  -�	 >"  O(��  d�� ��:; $� 
��c ह) �ह� ह]  ह) �ह� ह] 	��3.  e� �	� $� �]fg $� �ह� हh  ������ �ह �	� $� 
�]f-�  �ह� ह] 2� �	� $�  �]f-� $�  ��0� �̂ +�� -�� ह)��  ������  

Ii���`j7  �� �)"�� -�1 ��� $� ��� $� ������ 1 1  

�� ���� ���	 (�8ह��): 8ह …(������)… 

I"�!�`�7 (�� ���)a"� -�1): <�<3 '�, �
 �� ���� 5�'���� ह  �� :��" 
�� '�:;0 �ह �ह� ह� �ह� ह , �ह 22W ह� �ह� ह , :� �� ह��� ���';0...(������)... 
:�� ���� '�;5� 7� ,5� ��� ,�
��<���"J� <"58�' ह�5� �� 8ह ����< �� 
'�;5�0...(������)... 

�� #��ह	 ��:_$�: ���A� 8��� 2���� � ��, �/ �8T8 Cह�� 
��^� �� ��� 
�� �ह� ह3 ) 7� 5�'��� �� ��� '� ह� ��"5� �� ���� '� �� ��� 	� ��"5� 7� ,5� 
5�'��� 
� �+���� ह  �� ���� '� �� ��� 	� -� �" ह�5�0 �/ �ह �ह�� 2�ह�� 
ह3 )0...(������)... 

SHRI ARUN JAITLEY: I have a point of order. We have all heard 
the language which the hon. Member, Shri Laloo Prasad Yadav, has used. I 
don't want to repeat it. The Chair may kindly consider expunging these 
remarks, 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI NILOTPAL BASU): I will go 
through the proceedings and if there is any unparliamentary language, of 
course, that will be removed...Ijnterruptions)... Mr. Singhal, you cannot stand 
up and shout like this. You please sit down...Ijnterruptions}... Please, allow 
the discussion to go on...(Interruptions)... 

�� !�����	1 �$�# (�ह : -�	�K�O '�, �ह ��� ह���� ��N �� �ह�  ��ह� 
ह  �� '� ��� �' ���ह �	�
�� �ह��� �� �ह ��, -� �C<5 �� �
 (8��< �� 
�ह� ह/0...(������)... 

PxpuiKjed eu> ordered by tlie Chair 
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I"�!�`�7 (�� ���)a"� -�1): �
 � �]; ...(������)... �
�� :� 
ह�6� �" 2�� ��< ह� 5; ह/0 �
 2��� ��  ���� �� !�
�.� �ह= �� ���� ह/ 
...(������)... 

�� !�����	1 �$�# (�ह� : �/ ��*.  �
�� ����:)+ ��� �ह� ह3 ) ...(������) 

I"�!�`�7 (�� ���)a"� -�1): �ह=, �
�� 4�� ��<�? "�
 (8��< �� 
�ह� ह/ " �ह �
 ��< ���� ह/?  

�� !�����	1 �$�# (�ह� : ���ह 4�� ह��, 8ह �/ ��� �ह� ह3 ) ...(���घ��)...  

I"�!�`�7 (�� ���)a"� -�1): �
�� ��<3� �ह= ह , �ह ��� ��  ,)�� �ह= 
��< ���� ह/0 �
 
3> <��';, �
��  ����5I �ह�) ह/, �
��  �)1�5I �ह�) ह/, �
 -��� 

3> <��';, �
 ��U� ह� !�� ��< ���� ह/ ...(������) �ह=, �
 �ह= ��< ����0 �
 
2��� ��  6
� <�)>� �ह= <5�  ���� ...(������)... 

��!�����	1 �$�# (�ह�: �/�� ��� ,�¸� 	�^� :�����< �� ह  ...(������) 
I"�!�`�7 (�� ���)a"� -�1): ��< �ह� ह/ �
...(������)... � �];, 

;��� ��)� � �];...(������) � ] '�:;0 ह� ��� �� ह� ह��� ह 0 �
 2�
2�
 � ] 
'�:;...(������)... ���' '�, �ह 	� ]�� �ह� ह , �
 	� 2�
 ��ह;0 
...(������)... 

�). ��� -b# (�ह ��c: �/ -���  �8��H �" 8��- �6A ���� ह3 ) ...(������) 
...  

(�S
T2�� ������ ���� ��S��5 �� 5;) 

�� #��ह	 ��_�$�: -
�	�K�O �ह���, ���� �ह�� �ह �� �� �' 5�'��� 
�" '� ह�<�� ह/, ' �� '�A<� '� �� �ह�, �/ -���, �ह�� ह3 ) �� -� घ�8� 
� ��ह� ���� 
�� '��� ह  <���� 4�� �ह ��ह�� ���� �� ����� ह  �� �'� ��ह ��  
 a
<��� 
�8T8 Cह�3 
��^� 8ह�) ��)A �ह� ह , �'� ��ह �� ��� 8ह�) �� '� �ह� ह , 5g�8 ��1� ��  
��� 
� ���� '� �'� ��ह घ��- घ���� ����) ����.* �� ��� �� �ह� ह/, ��N� �ह�� 
���'; �� ����) ����.* �� '� 8ह�  ��� ह��� ह , �� ����) ��  �) H� 
� �)�3� ���� ;� 
��� ��ह 2�<� �� 2<�� '��� ह 0 -��� :���� 
������� �� ��* �ह= ह���, -��� 
:���� -� �*���  �� ��* ह��� ह  '� 
ह<� �g*'�� ह 0 :� �g* ��  ��हg< �" 8ह � �� 
,
�� 8�A +�<�5� 7� :� �g* ��  ��हg< �� �� ���� ��  �'��, �g* �� 7� �[��� 
�� ����� ह� �ह� ह , -� �g* �� 7� ����� �5� <� '��� '� �ह� ह 0 

�ह���, �/ �
 �� �ह �ह�� 2�ह�� ह3 ) �� �' 5�'��� �" '� <��" �� �ह� ह/, 
'� �*�� ��  ��' �� �ह� ह/, -#ह" ��� ,{>� *�< ��A�� �� �ह= ��<�5�0 ,5� ह� :� 
��� �" ��)�8�� �� <U�� 2�ह�� ह/, ,5� ह� :� ��� �" ��)�8�� �� ����� ���� 
2�ह�� ह/,  
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,5� ह� 
������� �� ����� ���� 2�ह�� ह/, �� ह�" :� ��ह �� 	�^� ��, 
:� ��ह �� �*�� ��, :�  ��� ��  X�8ह��  �� ��S�� ���� ह�5�0 ,5� ह� 5�'��� 
��  ,)�� �� ��' ��;)5� �� �*� '� *�< ह� ��A"5�, -��� ���� ह� ���� 2����� 
ह�5�, 
3�� ��� �� 2����� ह�5�0 ह� :� ��ह �� ���" ����  ��)�8�� �� <U �ह= 
���� ह/0 

 �ह���, ���� �
��  �ह �ह�� ह  �� ,*��� �ह ह  �� 5�'��� �" :��" 
��� ;� 
�Ai ����< �ह= ह 0 �/ �U� ,*��� �� �ह�� 2�ह�� ह3 ) �� ��)b�� 
�Ai 	� 
:��" ��� �ह�� ����� 
�>� �ह= ह 0 ,*������ ��� �ह ह  �� 5�'��� �" ��sA 
Cह�38�� �� <U�� ह� �ह� ह 0 ��sA Cह�38�� 7� ह�+.  ¹��� �ह#��8��  �� <��� 8� �'� 
��ह �� 8ह�) 
� 2< �ह� ह/ ...(������)... 

I"�!�`�7(�� ���)a"� -��): ��w��� ��ह� �
 :��" �� *) ��;0 �
 
2��� �� ;��� ����  ��<�� '�:;0 

 �� #��ह	 ��:_$�: -
�	�
�� �ह���, �ह ���� ������ �� �'� ह  ��-  

"��, N���; ह�; ह/ ह� ��aह��� 
�>�, 
����� �'� ��ह �� 2�ह� ह  2<��� ह  ह�"0 
ह��� ����� ��  �*� �" '5ह �� ह  �����, 
����� ����� ��  �*� �� ��A��� ह  ह�"0" 

�ह���, ह���� ��� �� ���� ��* �� ह�� ह 0 ��sA Cह�38�� ��  '���; 
5�'��� �" �*���
���� �� �ह= <U� '� ���� ह 0 ,5� �*���
���� �� <U�� ह  �� 
5�'��� �" '� 'ह� ���� 5�� ह , �8T8 Cह�3 
��^� '� 'ह� �� �ह� ह , 8ह= ��  <�5� �� 
'� 'ह� ���� ह , -��� ,5� �
�� <U�� ह  �� �
�� �U�� ��   6
� -�3<� ��  
6
� <U�� ह�5�0 �
 ��sA Cह�38�� ��  '��; 8ह�) 
� �ह <U�� �ह= <U ���� ह/0  

�ह���, ,� �8�< �ह ह  �� �g* � �� �� ह�5�? ,*������ ��� �� �ह 
ह  �� �'� <�5� ��  ��<�* �ह ह , �'� <�5� ��  ���� �" ��<3� ह  �� -#ह��� �)5� �" 
�ह��� �<�� ह , 2�ह� 8� BJP ��  <�5 ह , 2�ह� 8� ��)b�� ��  <�5 ह/, -��� �U� ����� �" 
�A�A ���� 5�� ह 0 8ह�) ��  �� 8�A� �� ��<3� ह  �� �'��� �5� �[�� -���  घ�� 
�� '<��� ��, �'��� -��� 7��� �� ��
 ���� ��, -��� �' �5� �[�� -��� 
�� 7� 8� :<�4�� <U�� ��  �<; � ��� �� �; ह/0 ���� 
�� ���� ��* ��  ���� �� �<�A 
ह  �'���  ��<�* FIR ह/ 7� �'��� 2���8 �" -���� 5�� ह 0 

I"�!�`�7 (�� ���)a"�) : ,� �� ���A ��  ,)��  �S� ���';0  

�� #��ह	 ��_�$�: 5�'��� �" ��� 	� '��� 2�ह� ��)b�� '��� �� 	�'
� '���, 
!�� � ह� �� Cह������ ह�� '�;0 Cह������ �� ,5� �2��� ह  �� ह�" 8ह�) 
� :� 
�*�� ��  ��<�* <U�� ह�5�0 
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 �� ���� ���	: ����� �'��:;5�? 

�� #��ह	 ��_�$�: ��4�3���� �� �'��;)5�0 �/ �ह�� 2�ह�� ह3 ) �� 8ह�) 
� 
,5� �*���
���� '���5� �� � ��)b�� �ह*3 ' �ह�5�, � ��0'�0
�0 �ह*3 ' �ह�5� 7� 
� ह���� '� 	�'
� ��  �U� <�+� ह/ 4��)�� ���< �� �'#� ह/ -� �'#� �� �
 ��ह� 
�� �"5� �� �'� <�5� �� :� ���< ��  �'#� �� ��ह� ����<� ह , ���� 
ह<� �ह -#ह" 
,
�� ������ ���;5�0 :��<; ��ह�� �ह ह�5� �� ह� :� �'#� ��  ��<�*, :� 
�*���
���� ��  ��<�* <U� 7� '� 8ह�) ह���� ����� ह , 8ह�) 
� '� ���� '� 
����� ह  8ह ��  �� 8�A� �� �g�� �" �� 8ह ��� 8�A +�< ��" 0 !�� ��हg< �  
8ह�) 
 �� ���� '�; �'��� �� -���  �<; 8�A +�<�� �������� ह� '�;0 

DR. V. MAITREYAN (Tamil Nadu): Sir, I am thankful to you for 
the opportunity you have given to me. Roughly two weeks from now, the 
people of Gujarat will be electing a new Government, a Government they 
want and a Government they deserve, and. hopefully, that will bring to an end 
the host of controversies that have arisen in the past ten to eleven months. It 
is very essential that elections are held in a peaceful and conducive manner so 
that they will be free and fair. 

The hon. Member, Shri Pranab Mukherjee, raised the issue of the 
relief work and pointed out certain inadequacies. Shri Arun Jaitleyji 
mentioned that a lot had been done already. I submit that a lot might have 
been done, but, still, probably, a lot more needs to be done. The relief work 
should continue, irrespective of the election process. The hon. Member, Shri 
Nilotpal Basu, mentioned about the VHP, the statements made by various 
people, and so on. In the first place, after the announcement of the elections in 
Gujarat, the Vishwa Hindu Parishad could have avoided the organisation of 
the Vijay Yatra. Instead, they went ahead. Worse; when the Yatra was 
banned, the senior VHP leaders mounted a verbal onslaught on the Election 
Commission, which was in bad taste. If the Election Government had received 
Intelligence information from the State Home Ministry, fearing a break-down 
of law and order and fresh communal riots, if the Yatra took place, then the 
Election Commissioner was right in his decision to ban the Yatra. But the 
question arises: Could he not have requested the Central Government or the 
State Government, to take appropriate action, instead of directly, himself, 
giving the ban order? Was it within his constitutional powers to do so? That is 
another important question that needs to be addressed. Ultimately, it was the 
statement of the hon. Prime Minister and the hon. Deputy Prime Minister that 
eventually 
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gave the strength to the administrative machinery of Gujarat.to act with 
alacrity and to effectively enforce the ban. Most of all, the much-maligned 
Government administrative machinery has shown its capability and 
effectiveness in no unclear terms. 

Our party wants peace. Our party wants peaceful co-existence of all 
religions. Our party believes that violence and riots are a blot on Indian 
democracy. Our party wants elections in Gujarat to be free and fair. And our 
party wants normalcy to be restored in Gujarat, at the earliest. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI NILOTPAL BASU): Shri Mukhtar 

Abbas Naqvi.   He is not present.   Shri S. Viduthalai Virumbi. 

SHRI S. VIDUTHALAI VIRUMBI (Tamil Nadu): Sir. Mr. Naqvi 

has come. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI NILOTPAL BASU): All right. Mr. 
Naqvi, I suppose, this is your maiden speech. I will again repeat the 
observation made by Madam Deputy Chairperson about maiden speeches. 
Your 'maiden speech', in the right sense of parliamentary language, is 
reserved for another occasion.   Here, please stick to the time. 

�� �1b��� +H-�� �$�� ( -n� &���): -
�	�K�O �ह���, 5�'��� 7� 
5�'��� �" �)5� 
� 22W ह� �ह� ह 0 &I� '� �� :��� ����� �� ह 0 ��a&���� �)5� 
7� ��5���ह� �� �g� ���T2� �g� �� ���� 	� �)�8�����< ���' ��  �<; ;� 
N�N�� ���� 8�<� घA�� ह��� ह 0 8ह 2�ह� 5�'��� �" ह�� ह�, 2�ह� ��<���� �" ह�� ह�, 
2�ह� ���] �" ह�� ह�, 2�ह� �	8)+� ��  ह�� ह�, 2�ह� :��� 
ह<� ��)b�� '� 5�'��� �� 
��' �� �ह� �� �� ह�� ह�0 

���T2� �g� 
� '� ��5���ह X��u ���� ह/, '� -� <��� �� �ह#�3 7� 
���<��� ��  �
 �� �5�� '��� ह , -� <��� 
� � ]�� ��  ������ ��  N)+� 5�U� '��� ह/ 
�� '� <�5 C'�� ह/, 8� 	� ���ह -]�� ह/0 -#ह" <5�� ह  �� �' '� <�5 ��� ह/, �' 
'� ��5��ह <���  �ह�) 
� 
U� ह�� ह , -� 
� ������ �� '� �ह� ह 0 �/ ���T2� �g� �� 
:� ��� ��  �ह�3� ���� ह3 ) �� 5�'��� �� '� �� > ह��, 8ह ��� घA�� ��0 &H�� 
�)1� '� 7� �+@A� &�:�  �����A� M �ह� �� �ह ��� 	� ��, ��.��� 	� ��0 ह� 58. 
��  ��� �ह �ह�3� ���� ह/ 7� �ह�� �� �हa�� ���� ह/ :� ��ह �� '� घA��;) 
ह��� ह/ �� ��� �� ��� ��. �� N3��� ह 0 ��� ह��� ह , <���� ,*��� �� ��� ह  �� 
'� ��<���� �� ह��� ह , '� ��)b�� ��  ��'�� �� 5�'��� �" �)5� ह��� ह/, '� ��)b�� ��  
��'�� �" �ह���BJ �" �)5� ह��� ह/, '� ��)b�� ��  ��'�� �" �	8)+� �" �)5� ह��� ह/, '� 
��)b�� ��  ��'�� �" -n� &��� �" �)5� ह��� ह/, �� � �� ��)b� �� ��� ��. �� N���� ह  
7� � -��� ��� ��� ह��� ह 0 
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��N� <5�� ह  �� �)5� – �)5� ह��� ह/, :)���� <��"- <��" ह��� ह/0 :#���� �� 
हS�� ह��� ��� ��*.  ��� 7� ��. ह� ह� ���� ह , 58. �ह� ह� ���� ह , <���� 
,*��� �� ��� �ह ह  �� �' �� 
ह<� ��  '� :��ह�� �ह� ह/, ,5� -��� N�)�� '�; 
�� ��N� <5�� ह  �� '� �� > :��ह�� �" ह��, 8ह 	� ��. �� घA�� �� 7� '� �' '� 
5�'��� �� ह�� 8ह 	� ��. �� घA�� ह 0 :� ��. �� घA��() �� ह� ह� ���� &��� �� 
'�A�*�� �ह= �� �ह� ह/0 (��� $� घ�/�) 

I"�!�`�7 (�� ���)a"�): ��`��� ��8� ��ह� �/ �
�� ��� �3) �� 
�
�� 
�Ai �U� 
�Ai ह��� ��  ���� 27 ���A �� A�:� �� m�� घ)A� �� 22W ��  �ह��� 
��0 ,�I '�A<� '� ��� �'�� �] ���A �� ��� �'�� 
/��� ���A �� 27 ���A 
��< 2���  ह/ 7� :���  ��� 	� �
��  �� ������ �� ��� ��<�� ��  �<; �<�� ह�� ह 0 

 �� �1b��� +H-�� �$��: ��, �/ �� �� �� ��� <3)5�0  

�� ���� !�U ��ह�� (5�'���): ��, �/ �ह� ��<3)50  

I�!�`�7 (�� ���)a")� -�1): ]�� ह 0 <���� �*� 	� �� ����+ A�:� �" 
��< �ह� ह/0...(������)...-��� 
ह<� ह� * �<� ह� 5��0  

�� �1b��� +H-�� �$��: -
�	�
��< �ह���, ��� �� ��� ��. �� �� 	� 
N���� ह  '� ��)b�� ��  ;� &��� ���� ,������ �� � ]�� ��  ,����� ;'"��' �� 
:�8�:A ���� ह/ �� �( 5�'��� ��  �)5� �� '�)2 ��� 7� 
3�� ������ �" 7� ��� �" 
5�'��� �� ����� ���0 ��� �� 	� ��. �� N�� '��� ह  '� 
������� ��  ��BJ
�� 

�8�' ����.* '� �� ��)�8����� ��  ��5�� ह , ��)O� ह/, 8� �3. ;�.(. �" � ]�� 
�ह�� ह/ �� 5�'��� �� घA�� Cह�3 ��)�8�� �� ;� ��3� ह 0...(������)... 

�� ��� #�$� $��#$ (-n� &���): �ह� ह 0  

�� �1b��� +H-�� �$��: �ह� �
�� <5�� ह�5�0 :� ��� �� 7� :� ��� 
��  <�5� ��  ��� �� 	� ��. �� N�� '��� ह  '� �ह#������ �" � ]�� �� ��  �ह#������ 
��  <�5 �ह �ह" �� :� ��� �� Cह�3 ��)�8�� :��� ��'� �� 
�
 �ह� ह  �� :� ��� ��  
,R
�)`�� ,����O� ह 0  

��N� <5�� ह  �� :� ��� �", :� ��� �� ,R
�)`��, :� ��� �� �ह��)`�� 
H�.��
�O�� �" �8T8�� ���� ह , ��)�� �" �8T8�� ���� ह  7� :� ��� �� H�.���
�O 
�8�
 ��*.  :��<; ������ ह  �� :� ��� �� �ह��)`�� Cह�3 ह 0 Cह�� '� ह  8ह 
H�.���
�O�� 
� �8T8�� ���� ह , :� ��� �� ���<��� H�.C��
�O�� 
� �8T8�� 
���� ह  ...0  

I"�!�`�7 (�� ���)a"� -�1): ��8� ��ह� �
 `�� ���';0  

�� �1b��� +H-�� �$��: �� ��N� �ह �ह�� �" '�� 	� �NN� �ह= ह�5� �� 
��)b�� 
�Ai '� H�.C��
�O�� �� �ह�� �U� <a����� ���� ह 0 -��� 	� '� 5�'��� �" 
,
�� ���Zn ���� ��  �<; ���� �� 2���� 
U�� ह  �� -�� ��BJ�� 
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�8�) ��8� �)घ ��  
����� ���� �� 2���� 
U�� ह  7� ���� ��ह� ��  �8�% 
�" +�+�A �U� ���� ��  �<; 2���� 
U�� ह  �� ��;�;� ��  ���� ���� �� 2���� 
U�� 
ह 0 '� ��. ;�. ;�. 7� 	����� '��� 
�Ai �� X��u ��)b�� �" 2<� '��� ह  �� 8ह 
�� �� �U� H�.���
�O ह� '��� ह 0 '� 8ह ��.'�.
�.�" �ह�� ह  �� 8ह ��)&����� ह� 
'��� ह 0 �ह���, ��N� <5�� ह  �� �' '� ��ह�� ���� ह , H�.���
�O�� 7� 
��)&������� ��  ��� 
� ���' �� ��)��� �� ���� ह , ���' �� �� �� A��U� ���� �� 
���� ह , ���T2� �
 �� 8ह ���� ��� ��  �<; 	� ��������ह ह  7� ���' ��  	� A��U� 
�� �ह� ह 0 �/ �ह�� 2�ह�� ह3 ) �� .... 

   I"�!�`�7 (�� ���)a"�): ,	� `�� ���'; 7� �� �� > �' ह� ��< 
�"5� �� � �� 2<�5�? �' �� �
�� 
ह<� ��� ह 0 

�� �1b��� +H-�� �$��: �
�� '� ��� �ह�, ��w��� '� �� '�, ��� �ह�, 
,ह�� 
A�< '� �� '� ��� �ह�, �/ -� ��� �� :n�*�� ���� ह3 ) �� 5�'��� �" �5 
<5��� �� ��� ,	� 	� ह� �ह� ह 0 �/ ��R�� < :� ��� �� :n�*�� ���� ह3 ) 7� ���T2� 
�g� �� �/ -� <�5� �� 	� �ह�� 2�ह3 )5� '� �5 <5��� �� ��� �� �ह� ह/, 2�ह� 8ह 
5�'��� �" � ]�� �� �ह� ह� �� 5�'��� �� '��� ,����� �" �� �ह� ह�, -#ह" 
�)8�����< �����  ��, �������� ��  �����  �� 7� ;� ��ह�� ��5��� ह��� ��  �����  ��, 
;� 5 ���)� �ह������� ह��� ��  �����  �� �ह �ह�3� ���� 2��ह; �� ,����� �" � »�� 
5�'��� �" ���� �ह� � ���� -#ह� �ह �ह��� ��� 2�ह; ��  ����.* ��  �3, ;�.(. 
��  ���� �� C��� � ����  5�'��� �" ��)�� �ह= � ����0 -#ह" �ह �ह�3� ���� 
2��ह; �� Cह��() �� ��)�8��� �ह�� 7� 5�'��� �� घA�� �� Cह�3 ��)�8�� �� 
���'� �ह�� �� 5�'��� �" ��)�� �ह= �����0 -#ह" �ह �ह�3� ���� 2��ह; �� 
5�'��� �" ��)�� <��� ��  �<; -#ह" �������� ...(X�8H�� )... 

�� \-]	1'�ह <�� >[��: ��, 5�'��� ��  ... X�8H��)... 

I"�!�`�7 (�� ���)a"� -��1) @<�' �
 � ]'�:;0 �
�� �/ -]�� �� 
:'�'� �ह= ���� ह3 )0...( X�8H�� 

�� \-]	1'�ह <�� >[��: 2�* �����A� �� ��� �ह� �� <�5� �� 
...(������)... 

I"�!�`�7: @<�' �
 � ] '�:;0 ��8� '�, ,� �
 `S� ���';0  

�� �1b��� +H-�� �$��: ��� �� ह��� ह  '� ����.* ��   ���� �� ... 

I�!�`�7: ,� �S� ���';0 �
�� ��� ���@� ह� 2��� ह 0  

�� �1b��� +H-�� �$��: :��� ह���� � 4�3<� �ह� '��� 8�<� <�5� �� ��� 
ह��� ह 0 H#�8��0 

SHRI S. VIDUTHALAI VIRUMBI: Mr. vice-Chairman, Sir, the 

debate that is taking place here now is an unprecedented one; in the sense, we 

are 
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discussing about a State in which elections have already been notified. Sir, 
thegory happenings in Godhra and post-Godhra incidents are considered as a 
national shame by the DMK. When Gandhiji was murdered, the Periyar, the 
father of the Dravidian Nation said, "This country should be named as the 
Gandhi Nadu." just like we have Tamil Nadu. 

We believe in secularism. We are second to none in condemning the 
violence. At the same time, people might have been satisfied with the reply 
given by the hon. Deputy Prime Minister in the other House. All doubts,  
raised in several quarters in this country, have been put to rest 
when the reply was given in the other House. 

As far as the relief work is concerned, I tell you, once a project is 
announced and the money allocated, the code of conduct on the eve of 
elections can't be debarred; it can continue and it should continue. Sir, all 
right-thinking people, and leaders, have condemned the violence that took 
place in Godhra. Our leader, Dr. Kalaignar Karunanidhiji, has condemned the 
incidents, both Godhra and post-Godhra. 

Sir,   now,   what   is  required   is  free  and  fair elections.   What   is *   
essential for that is secularism. Violence and religious fundamentalism are 
posing a challenge to the collective well-being. The people of the nation have 
addressed that issue unitedly. 

Sir, the Election Commission also, sometimes, goes beyond its 
jurisdiction. The Election Commission should not take the place of the 
Executive. When such things happen, when some wrong decisions have been 
taken by the Election Commission, it confuses the people. Some six months 
before, they had adopted a different attitude, and the matter was referred to 
the Court of law and members of Parliament and Legislature of our political 
party had to go on fast. 

Therefore, the Election Commission should also try to see that it 
plays its role within the rules and regulations which are prevailing in our 
country. Sir, it is an irony that the riots have taken place in a State in which 
Gandhi was born. Sir, 150 towns and 993 villages have been affected. What is 
needed in those areas is a healing touch. Cutting across party lines, -almost all 
the parties- we stand for the unity and integrity of this country. The basic 
fabric of the unity and integrity of this country is secularism. If there is any 
attack on secularism, it is an attack on the Indian 
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democracy, unity and integrity of this country. Therefore, we have to keep 
this in mind. Whatever has happened in Gujarat has happened. Elections are 
going to take place there. Let us take a pledge that we will forget what has 
happened. We should forgive and forget. We should create a conducive 
atmosphere to ensure that free and fair elections are conducted. There is still 
one impediment which is coming in its way and that is the panic producers. 
We must have an eye of those people, those panic producers. We must guard 
this nation; guard this country against the communal mobilisation and 
religious intolerance. Sir, our Constitution has provided rights to all the 
people. We have to protect these rights. As far as secularism is concerned, we 
should consider our Constitution as a sacred one. Sir, at the end, what I want 
to say is that the sentiments expressed by the hon. Home Minister in the other 
House should percolate to the State in which the elections are going to take 
place within a fortnight or so. We should open a new chapter by forgetting 
what has happened. We should stand as one man to fight against the religious 
fundamentalism and safeguard secularism, democracy, unity and integrity of 
this country. With these words, I conclude.   Thank you. 

�� ���� ���	: -
�	�¼�O �ह���, ��� �� ह 0  

I"�!�`�7 (�� ���)a")� -�1): �ह��  ह� �� ह 0  

�� ���� ���	: ,S�)� �� ह , �/ '���� ह3 ) 7� ����� �ह�� 5)	�� ह 0 !�� 
5)	�� ���<� 
� ह� 22W �� �ह� ह/ �'� 
�  �8_{2  �)�� �", :� ��� �" 	�, ��ह�, 
���- ��<���� �", &���� �" 5�'��� ��  ���� �", 5�'��� ��  ���)ह�� ��  ���� �" ��*� �� > 
�ह� 5�� ह  <���� ��R<� �" '� ����� ह , '� 
��<�A�< 
�Ai 
�8� �" ह , :� 
� 
��� ,�� �ह= 
U �ह� ह 0 ���� ह�6��' �", ,
� ह�6� 7� <�,� ह�6� �" ह� <�5 
22W �� 2���  ह/0 �ह���, 5�'��� !�� &�)� ह  �'��� ह� <�5 &��I� <��� ��0 �' 
5�'��� �" �3���
�� �) J�h �� 	� ,
�� ��5���� �� �ह ���� ह  �� -H� �� '���, 
8ह�) 
�+�f�� �ह�� ह , *) +��"A�<�A '� ��a&������� �� '��� 
ह�� ह�; ह/0 	�� ,�I 
'�A<� '� �� ���� ���#$ ����  �� �ह 
��2� ����� �� ���#$ ���� �3��� "�����" 
ह 0 �ह >�A� ����� ह/0 ����� 
A�< �� ��<�� ��0 ,5� :#ह��� ह��� 
3>� ह��� �� -� 
���� �� 4�� �ह� -
��H �� '�;, �� :��� �ह ����� 2��ह; �� ���#$ ���� �� 

��'.#�, �3��� ,8��� ह�� ह  ��S�3��� 5�+�� ��  �
 �"0 �ह� ���<� �" ��
3 ��  �82��� 
�� हS�� ���� 8�<�0 �ह���, ��.'�.
�. ��� �< �ह� ह 0 �ह ��R�� < ���gA� ह  
�8T8�ह#�3 
��^½ 7� �)घ 
��8�� �� 7� ���� �� �)घ 
��8�� ��  ,�� 
��L� �� '� 
�� <�5 
�8� �" �; ह/, ��u �" �; ह/, :��" �)घ 
��8�� �� �U� 	��� �) J�f�3�� ह 0 
�)घ 
��8�� �� �� 
�� '� �:�+��'� ह/, '� �82�� ह/ ������ �" 7� ��ह� 	� �
 
���"5� �� ह��� �U� ,2�' ह��� ह  �� '�'. *�W#+�' ' �� <�5 � �� -��" '��� 
5)5� ���� ���� ह/0 �ह���, :��� '� :��ह�� ह , :��� '� �:�+��<�'� ह , '� 
�82�� H���  ह , ...(������)... ह� ������ '� ��  
�� 5; ह/ �
�� ��� ���� ��  
�<;0 
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�82�� �� S��5� �ह= ह , ह���� 8ह� �82�� ह 0 �ह���, ��� �� ��� �� 
8'ह �� �/ �*� �ह�� ह3 ) �� :� घA�� �� �ह �" '�:; �� 5�'��� ��� ;��;� 
&�*� �A� घA�� �ह= ह 0 '� �)+< ����� <�53 ह��, ह���� ��� ��  '� �+@A� 
&�:����A� ह/, �+8�I� '� -� ��� �� �� ��� *3 A� 7� ��� ��  ��� 
� �����, 
3�� 
���	� �" 8���8�I ����� 5�� �� ,K��K�� �" 	58�� '� ��  �)��� �� ह�" ��� ह 0 -� 
�)��� ��  :��ह�� �", 	35�< �" ,	� �� ;� ��ह� �� ���� ह  �� �ह h��� �� ���� ह���� 
ह , <U�� <U �ह� ह/ 8�0 8� ��<�� ह/ �� ह� 
Z�8���' 2gह�� ��  8)�' ह/, ,5� ��� 
�ह�5� �� ह� <�5 �5� :��� 22W ��"5�0 �ह���, �'� ��� 6 ���a��� �� ����� 
���'� ��U� 5�, -� ��� :� ��� ��  �� 	���� �� '� ���� �� '5ह ह , �'ह� ह , 
�ह A3A 5� 7� ह� ������ �" �ह= 2�ह�� ������ ��  ����< �ह� �ह�0 -� ��� �� ह���� 
�ह �'��� 7� �ह 	��� �� �
�� �� �ह#�3 – ����<� ��� – :���, 2��� 	��, 
��<��  �ह��0 ���'� 4�� ह�� �ह���, ,5� :� <�5� �� �'� �ह= �� '�;5� �� ��� 
7� ��5U�� '�;5�0 ������ �+@A� &�:� �����A�, -�� 	����, ���<� ���ह� '��� 
'� ह/ 7� ;� 7� ,#� ��'� ह/, ��N� -��� ��� ��� �ह= ��ह� ह , ����� ���'� 
��  ���� �" ���5 ���, ���� 2�h ह��, �� �� > ह�� 7� ��A. �� &�:��*� �� �A��f<� 	� 
�� ���� 7� �3
� ����� �� �ह� �� :��� ���A�*��� A�4���< ���<� �", 7� 
8ह ���<� '� ��� �� ����; ��� ��ह �� ���<� �� `�� �� ���� 5��0 ����8�� 
'� �� ह�� ��<�� 7� ����8�� '� �� :��� ह�� ��<�� -� ����" �� `�� ���� 
�� ���#$ ���� ' �� X��u 7� ��5�U�� ' �� X��u, 7� :� ��ह �� 7� � '��� !�� 
– ;�� X��u 
U� ह�; ह/, ��<5�� ह/0 :��� 	� �ह= ह 0 5�)8 �" ;� �ह�8� ह  �� " �)¾�� 
	�� ���8�<, ,� +� ��ह� ��" �'���  �� �" '� ��ह� ह , 8ह ��� ह� �ह� ह , �ह���, 
:��� '� :��ह�� ह , 8ह ह� ������ ह 0 5�'��� �� 
ZB]	�� �� �5� ह� �;) �� �ह�) 
'� 
�Ai ह , :��� ��< 5� 7� :��� ����� �� 5�, ��R<� �" ����� �� 5�, 7� 
�+8I� '� 'a�3 – �T��� �� &	��� ����� 5��0 -� ��� �� �� ...(��� $� घ�/�) 
...,	� �� <�:� �" ह� `�� �� �ह� ह/0 

   I"�!�`�7 (�� ���)a"� -�1): �
�� '� A�:� �� 8ह `� ह� 5��, �� 
���A �" �
 `� �� ���';0 

  �� ���� ���	: ]�� ह , �� !�� �ह�� ह��0 �' �)���, ���'�, 
�5��'�घ� 5��%���, ����O� �ह� ह 0 ,O�H��, :��� ��4��<� A a
< ...(������)... 

  ����� �1���
 $��: 84 �" ����O� �ह� ��0  

  �� ���� ���	: '�?  

   �� ���)a"� -�1: <�<3 '�, �
 �
 -��" �� *) ��;0 �
�� A�:� 
����� �ह� ह 0 

�� ���� ���	: �
 ह���� ��) ��R� ह/ 7� ���� ��u �� ��� ह  �R��I 
�����, ���� -%�� ����0 �ह���, �' ह���� �)���, ���'� ����O� �ह= ह 0 
5�'��� �" 'ह�) ���#$ ���� ह/, ,5� ��� :)��� !�� �82��, ��. �� ��� ,
�O� ���#$ 
���� �� ���� ह  �� :)��� �3�. ह 0 'ह� �" ह/ �*�� * <���0 ह��� ,
�� �� 
A�� � <� 
�" �ह� ��, <�5� �� ��<�* ह�� ��, ,5� ���'� �" �5 <5�5� �� ह���� �)��� 	� 
�ह= �2�5�,. 
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�5��'�घ� 7� 5��%��� 	� �ह= �2�5�0 �)��� �" �5 <5�5� �� ���'� 	� 
�ह= �2�5� 7� �5��'�घ� 5�Q%��� 	� �ह= �2�5�0 �' �¿� '� ��  �)��� 
� ��� �" 
�¿� '� �� ;� ह� �)��� ह , �¿� '� ��  �)��� 7� �घ���� �)��� 
� �� ��� �t�I 
ह��, ���� �g� ह  :���  �<; �'a�����? ह� <�5� �� -� ���� �ह� �� �� ]�� ह 0 
�
 ���� 
� &���)H <5� �ह� ह/ �� ��.;�.;�. �'�)5 �< 7� '� ,#� *) +���A< 
c5}��:'��#� ह/ -� 
� &���)H 4�� �ह= <5� �ह� ह�? �ह���, �' ह���� �)��� 
���'� 7� 5�Q%��� ����O� �ह= ह/0 ��R<� �" 	� �' ,5� ह� 	58�� ��  �)��� �" 

�8�� ���� ह/ �� 
��<� '�� �� AA�<�� ह 0 :H� 4�� ��� ह , -H� 4�� ��� ह ? ह� 
:��� :s��� 
�Ai �" 5; ��0 �+8�I� '� 	� 5; ��, ��� �" 'ह�' �)1� '� �; ��0 84 
��  �)5� �" �ह�) ��4� 	�� �ह= '��� �� �� -��� '��.�� 2 C�5 ह��� ��0 ,� �� 
:s��� �" 	� ,5� ह���� ����<� 	�� '��� �� �� -��� 
��� A 85 �ह ���� 2 � ह��� 
ह 0 4�� ह� 5�� ह ? :���  �<; ��H� �
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 #��� ��<� :���  �<; ह���� �< &���~ ह 0 ��a&����� ��u�� �� -��U 
*" ��� ��  �<; :� ��� �� ��:����A� �� �O� �" ह� <�5 �� �� > ���� �� � ��� ह/0  

SHRI MP. ABDUSSAMAD SAMADANI (Kerala): Sir, the most 
important matter which has to be discussed before this august House is how to 
conduct Gujarat election in a free and fair manner. For that, the most 
important and urgent thing is to control the communal forces which continue 
to make provocations. These provocations are continuing even today. I will 
not repeat the points already made here, nor will I give any quotations. What I 
want to say is that if the Government is not ready to control these dangerous 
communal elements, who try to divide the society; if the Government is not 
able to punish the guilty, then, how can there be free and fair elections? The 
Head of the Election Commission was criticised, naming his religion. Abusive 
language was used against the Head of the Election Commission. The basic 
tolerant ethos of our society are being challenged in a very unfortunate 
manner. Not only that, people of some sections have expressed a sense of 
pride for their victory in Gujarat. What victory are they talking about? Can 
acts against humanity, acts of national shame, like rape, loot and killings be 
called matters of victory? What is it that can be called as victory? The poor 
children were burnt, innocent sisters were put to all kinds of harassment and 
atrocities, and houses were plundered. Can they call such things as victory? 
So many statements have appeared in the newspapers. Shri Arun Jaitley was 
referring to statements which created provocations. I want to know his 
response and opinion on these statements. Who made this statement, 'we are 
five and twenty-five for ourselves?' It is nothing but blindly insulting a 
particular community. In the name ' of Gujarat, some people recently made 
statements... {Interruptions)... 

THE VICE CHAIRMAN (SHRI NILOTPAL BASU) : Please, be 
quiet. ...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI M.P. ABDUSSAMAD SAMADANI : ...that some 
amendments or changes should be made in the Quran. Sir, the Quran is 
considered a divine book.   It is good that the minority 
community...{Interruptions)... 

I"�!�`�7(�� ���)a"� -��): ��I� '�, �
 ������ ��a�� ह , @<�'0 ��� 
���� ह  �� ��ह� '��� <��� �" ���';0  
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SHRI MP. ABDUSSAMAD SAMADANI: Some newspapers carried 
this item. I don't want to name that person. If the House wants to know his 
name, I can give it. It has come in the newspapers that some verses of the 
Quran should be changed. These kind of things are happening. It is very good 
that the minority community took a matured stand and did not react to it. It did 
not respond even. It is better to ignore such statements. But. Sir, I would like to 
know from the hon. Deputy Prime Minister, what will be the condition of our 
country, if it goes on like this. The Quran is a religious book. It is considered as 
a guide to humanity. In the Quran there is a verse, 'We have granted honour and 
respect to mankind.' Do these people want to amend such verses? And there is a 
statement in the Quran which says.' if a man kills any innocent person, it is as if 
he has killed the entire humanity.' "Ka Annahu Qatalannasa Jamian" If a person 
attacks an innocent person and kills him, it is considered a crime against the 
entire humanity. Statements are made against such books of wisdom, of 
guidance, of religion and of fundamental faith, which are respected by crores 
and crores of believers, all over the world. So, I request the Deputy Prime 
Minister and this Government to please take some action and check these kind 
of provocative statements. And if they are allowed to continue, it will be very 
dangerous. Sir. there should be some legal restraint on the erring newspapers. In 
Gujarat, some newspapers do carry some provocative news items. It is true that 
the entire Press, or, the media took a correct stand when those incidents took 
place in Gujarat. They had come forward to protect our secular credentials. We 
all appreciate this, but. there are certain newspapers which did vitiate the 
atmosphere by publishing provocative Unews items. As a result, so many 
incidents took place. Even recently, such an incident has taken place in Gujarat. 
Then, Sir, the name of Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel has been mentioned quite 
often. So. I would like to quote the statement which he had made on the 25lh of 
May, 1949. He had said. * So, it is for us. who happen to be in a majority, to 
think about what the minorities feel, and how we. in their position, would feel, 
if we were treated in the manner in which they are treated." This statement was 
made by Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel in 1949. Therefore, there is an urgent need 
for making religion and politics in proportion to our cosmic principles and as 
per our philanthropic purposes. Sir, it is correct that communalists do not 
follow any religion. Communalists are the enemies of all religions. Though 
they may be claiming that they are related with this religion or that religion, 
but. in reality, communalists follow no religion. They are against all the 
religions.    They do not respect even their own religion, what to speak of 
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respecting others' religion. Therefore, the Government should come forward 
to ban these racial, religious and cultural groups which try to divide our 
nation. Then only the Government will have the right to rule. It is very 
important because violence created by any section of the society has to be 
condemned. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI NILOTPAL BASU): Mr. 
Samadani, please wind up. 

SHRI MP. ABDUSSAMAD SAMADANI: Sir, I am concluding. 

Sir, the State of Gujarat is in a very bad state of affairs. Growth in 
both agriculture and industrial sectors is declining. No fresh investments are 
being made.   There is a frightening deterioration in fiscal balance. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI NILOTPAL BASU): Mr. Samadani. 

all these issues will be considered by the people of Gujarat. • 

SHRI M.P. ABDUSSAMAD SAMADANI: No. Sir, I am only 
pointing out that it is the primary duty of the State Government to look into 
these things. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI NILOTPAL BASU): Mr. 
Samadani, we are not discussing the State of Gujarat, be sure about it. We are 
not discussing the issues which are exclusively the prerogative of tfeje State 
Government. We are discussing Gujarat, because constitutional provisions 
are involved. So, you please wind up. 

SHRI M.P. ABDUSSAMAD SAMADANI: Sir, I am concluding. In 
the State of Gujarat, communal tension is prevailing. It becomes the duty of 
the Government to come forward and control the forces which are trying to 
divide our social fabric or secular set up. In the modern democratic age, it is 
our yugadharam to act as per the credentials of our Constitution. It is the 
fundamental duty not only of the Government, but also of every political 
party to ensure this.' 

[THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN in the Chair] 

Madam, if these kinds of provocative statements continue, it will be 
dangerous not only for the country now, but also for the posterity. I would 
like to draw the attention of the hon. Deputy Prime Minister to the point 
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that, some time ago, on the bridge of Sabarmati river, some people had put up 
a board displaying "welcome to Hindu Rashtra". Those people have not been 
brought to justice. Madam, they don't have the fear of being brought to 
justice. Unless the message goes that the guilty will be punished, our social 
fabric can never be brought to balance. Therefore, I request the hon. Deputy 
Prime Minister and the Government to take strong action against these 
elements  so that free and fair elections are ensured. Thank you. 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: See, we are discussing the situation 
arising out of the recent developments in Gujarat, I never thought that we will 
be discussing the election process. I am surprised to see that we have come 
back to elections. Such speeches should be made in that particular State, and 
not in the Council of States. We are not discussing the Chief Election 
Commissioner who is not present in this House to reply. So, it is better that 
we do not mention all these things. Whatever you want to say about Gujarat, 
you may mention here within the Rules. But we are not discussing the 
elections of Gujarat because, I see there is no mention of it in the subject 
matter of the Short Duration Discussion which is raised by Shri Pranab 
Mukherjee. It is a discussion on the situation, arising out of the recent 
developments in Gujarat. The recent development is not 'election'. He has 
also said election is a regular process. It is not a recent development. Maybe, 
the recent development is that we are celebrating the Golden Jubilee of the 
Democracy today. We had the photographs also. So, it is a 50 year old 
process. It is not a recent thing. I think, let us get out of the elections, and get 
into Gujarat. 

�� -�#l �����
 (�ह (��ह��): -
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�� �ह� 
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���� �� ��� ह�? 5�'��� ��  ��� ��BJ�
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THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: We have not yet taken a decision to sit 
beyond 5 O' clock. We have to adjourn the House at some point of time. So, 
now, we have to take a decision. 

SHRI PRANAB 'MUKHERJEE: Madam, today, we have to sit 
beyond 5 0' clock, because we have to complete ithe discussion. 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Now, the Home Minister has to reply. 

Please, be brief. 

SHRI MANOJ BHATTACHARYA (West Bengal): Even though, I 
submit before you very humbly that many Members rave spoken on borrowed 
time and I am sure, that provision is not applicable for me. I must, at the 
outset, thank Shri Pranab Mukherjee for raising this issue of the developments 
in Gujarat in recent times, particularly, in relation to the communal divide that 
has already taken place in Gujarat. The social fabric of Gujarat has been very 
badly demolished over a period of time, and the elections have been 
announced, and are going to be held within a fortnight, that is, on i2m 
December, 2002. Madam, I have also noted that it is quite unprecedented that 
we are discussing almost the same issue - the issue of Gujarat, or the issues 
arising out of Gujarat - for the fifth consecutive time. One of my hon'ble 
colleagues was quite optimistic in saying that, finally, we are discussing 
Gujarat. I wish him 'all the best' that, in future, in the days to come, we would 
not be required to discuss Gujarat again. But, Madam, I have every 
apprehension - and I must express the apprehension over here -that this has 
necessitated so many discussions in this House, because the feelings of this 
House, even the unanimous opinion of this House, the feelings of the hon.ble 
Members, were not acted upon with enough of alacrity by both the Central 
Government and the State Government of Gujarat, and that is why it has 
necessitated repeated discussions. And, I subscribe to the view of Shri Pranab 
Mukherjee. Even Mahamahim Rashtrapati, when he, immediately after being 
elected as the President of this country, visited Gujarat, he did so, for two 
reasons. He wanted to draw inspiration from the Sabarmati Ashram, the 
ashram of Mahatma Gandhi, the 'Rashtrapita' of this country; And also to see 
for himself the plight of the victims of the riots, the blood-bath, the State-
sponsored genocide, the fate 
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of those who were victimized, who were staying in different camps. He 
visited Naroda Patia with all the restrictions imposed - to see the relief 
measures being taken. 

And, Madam, even now, I am convinced with the reports that are 
pouring in, the relief and rehabilitation operations are not underway, as it 
should have been. So, I accuse the State Government, the acting Chief 
Minister of Gujarat that they have not been careful, at least, to rehabilitate 
those people. Madam, after committing some sin, if a person repents for that. 
I can understand that he is repentant. He has committed a sin or a sin has been 
committed by somebody else and he has not taken corrective measures in 
right time and in the right earnest. But, unfortunately, those have not been 
taken to effect necessary corrections in the social fabric. The social psyche in 
Gujarat is altogether different now, and the people are trying to take undue 
advantage of those. I am against all sorts of communalism whether it is covert 
or overt. But, I am sorry that the responsible people in the State Government 
accuse and abuse the Constitutional Body, the Election Commissioner 
mentioning his religion. I am grateful to the Election Cemmissioner that he 
has rightly said, " There are some menials who may not know the meaning of 
atheism. I am an atheist. I don't have any religion. I do not go to Church to 
meet somebody. I do not go to a temple or a masjid." But, unfortunately, 
people did not take lessons and they are continuing with this hatred campaign 
in Gujarat, and, that is why, this social fabric in Gujarat is still in a dilapidated 
condition. And, if this situation continues, we shall never see Gujarat as it 
was some 10 years ago. Evidently, there is an attempt to convert or subvert, I 
shall not say convert, but to subvert the Gujarat Assembly elections as a test 
for BJP's aggressive communal agenda. It may decide whether the party will 
replicate the same, I repeat, whether the party will replicate the same in the 
rest of the country, once it succeeds in the State of Gujarat. After the BJP was 
defeated in all the States, because of its economic and social policies, and its 
failure in all respects, the Gujarat riots took place. I have an apprehension; I 
have a hunch. Those are not being cleared. We have all expressed our heart-
felt condolences over the Godhra episode. We have condemned the Godhra 
episode, and equally, we have condemned the episodes, which have followed 
it in Gujarat. But, today, I am not clear to myself when I saw the forensic 
report, which says something else, and the official version of the forensic 
report does not tally with it. These are not similar. Confusion is persisting. 
However, I am not going to comment on those because the time at my 
disposal is short.   But, 
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J would like to point out that different segments of the Sangh Parivar are in 
collusion with the Bhartiya Janata Party, are in collusion with the ruling 
party. If we oppose them, we are termed as pseudo, and even the hon. Deputy 
Prime Minister of this country has been termed as pseudo-secularist by ttie 
leaders of VHP. And, Madam, this unfazed Vishwa Hindu Parishad declared 
elections as Dharma Yudh. And, the leader of the VHP, national and 
international, says, "i2,h December is my birthday and give me some present 
so that I can wipe out the Muslims from Gujarat and I can wipe out Pakistan 
from the world map". If this is the propaganda, if this is the campaign for 
elections, I am sorry, there cannot be any free and fair elections. I do not 
know how they would ensure it. I do not know how Mr. James Michael 
Lyngdoh would ensure it. But, unless there is a stricture from the high 
command of BJP, unless the Bhartiya Janata Party gathers enough courage to 
say that they stand for secularism and secularism means no allegiance to this 
or that religion, only then they can ensure free and fair elections. So, Madam, 
through you, I appeal -- I do not know whether my appeal would be heard or 
not -- to the Government that they must ensure free and fair elections. I 
appeal to the Government that they must sit on fhe shoulders of the leaders of 
their constituents, the VHP and the Sangh Parivar, to ensure that they do not 
use it as a Dharma Yudh or as a platform to foment communalism and 
fundamentalism, and to destroy the secular fabric of this nation. I must also 
express my apprehension that, perhaps, there is an attempt to keep this issue 
alive. This issue has to be kept alive so that people's attention can be diverted 
from the failures of the Government. They want to keep this issue alive so 
that it can be used as and when required. I must warn that if this attempt is 
perpetuated like this, we shall be simply passengers to destiny. We will not 
exist in this civilised world.   With these words, I conclude.   Thank you'. 
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�)+8� ��  ��� ��<�� �g�8� �� ��� ���� ��0 �ह 8ह� 5�'��� ह  �'���  �
3� 
�ह�S�� 5�)H� ��  
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	��� �� ,)b�'� �� 5�<��� �� ��u ����� ��0 5�'��� ��  <gह 
��^ ����� 
8R<	 	�� 
A�< �� ,<5-,<5 >�A� ����� �� ��<� �� ,��+ 	��� �� �2�� �� 
��0 ������ �)��� '� �� &�2�� 	��� �� �)��Z �� �� &��� ह , 8ह 	� 5�'��� �" 
���� ह  7� :�� ������ �)��� �� 
������I. ह���� 	3�
38. ��BJ
�� '� �� ���� �� 
<���� -���  �<; �� 5�'��� �" ��� ��1� �ह= ����<�� 
U� 7� � ह� -���  ��� 
��� �)5� ह��0 �*� 4�� :���  ��*� ��<� ��  ��� ह���� 8�.��� '� 5Zह �)1� ह/, -#ह��� 
������ �� ,��K�� �� ��1� ����<�? :��� 
��I�� 4�� ह��? 5�'��� �" 
��a&����� �)5� �[�� 5; 7� ह�<�� �' 5�H�� �� ��� �� 5;0 �' 5�'��� 
�� '� 	� ह�<� ह , ,5� :���  �<; ��� �'a����� ह  �� �/ ����� ह3 ) �� 8ह ह���� 
8�.��� 5Zह �)1� �+8�I� '� ह/ �'#ह��� �ह �घ�g�� ��< ��� ���� ��0 �/ �
�� 
�ह�� 2�ह�� ह3 ) �� 5�'��� ��  '� ��`� �)1� ह/, 8� :���  �4����� 
� 2< �ह� ह/0 
��'����� �" �n� �� 5�� 2<�� ह , 8�A ��)5� '��� ह/ <���� �
 ��� ��w� <��� 
2<��, �
 ��� ��� ��  �<; 8�A ��)5 �ह� ह/? H�. ��  ��� 
� 8�A ��)5�5�? Cह�3 7� 
����<� �� �
� �" <U��� ��  ��� 
� 8�A ��)5�5�? �	� �� :��'"�� �" �
�� ����<� 
�� -����� �� :)���� '� �� ����<�� �� ��a&������� 
� �H�� ���� ह , :��<; 
��)b�� �� 8�A �ह= ���� 2��ह; 7� ��� �" ������ �� ,��K�� �� ��1� ����< �� 
�
�� Cह�3() �� 	� -�����0 �
�� '� 2�ह� �� �ह#�3 (� ����<� �� -
��5 ���� 
7� �n� �� ��< ��<� ह  <���� ,� �ह ��< �)� ह��� 2��ह;0 �
 5�'��� ��  �
��  
��[� 2�� ��< ��  ���� ��  ���� �" ,5� �� > �ह�� �� ह� �����0 �
 '� 5g�8 ��1� 
����< �ह� ह/, �/ 
3>�� 2�ह�� ह3 ) �� �
 �g� �� 5g�8 ��1� ����<�� 2�ह�� ह/? 
�
��  ��[� 2�� ��< ��  ���� �" 5�'��� �" 4�� ह�� ह ? 5�'��� �� ���� ����� 
:��� ���� ह  �� 5�'��� ����� �� 21 ��� (8���sA <��� 
U� ह 0 8ह ,
�� 
������ ��.2����� �� 
5�� 	� �ह= �� 
� �ह� ह 0 44 ह'�� * 4J�' �#� ह� �ह� ह/0 
�
 '���� ह/ �� 8ह�) ������ �" 30 
��"A �� �[�n�� ह�� ह 0 :#ह��� ������ ���3�� �� 
82� ���� ह , ह� ��< ;� <�� �� �g��� ���� �� 82� ���� ह 0 <���� ह�<�� �ह ह  
�� ��[� 2�� ��< �" ��*.  25 ह'�� �g�����) �� �� 
�; ह/0 ¤BA�2�� �" 45 
��"A �� 
�[�n�� ह�� ह 0 �ह�) �� �� ���8����� �" '� ��<� 
�8Ai <�:� �" ह/, -��" 	� 8 

��"A �� �[�n�� ह�� ह 0 �ह �/ �ह= �ह �ह� ह3 ) �ह �8�'<"� �� ��
�A. �ह �ह� ह 0 
�
 ����� 2�ह" �� �/ �
�� ��
�A. 	� ���� ���� ह3 )0 ...(������)... 

�� ����!�U ��ह��: �g� �� �8�'<"� �� ��
�A.? ...(������)... 

�).+�$� 7�8�: 8ह�) ���� ����� �ह= ह , �
�� ����� ह 0 �/ 8ह�) �
�� 
����� �� �8�'<"� �� ��
�A. �� ��� �� �ह� ह3 )0 ...(������)... 

�� ����!�U ��ह��:    ���:;, ���:; ...(������)... 

�).+�$� 7�8�: ,	� �/ <��� �ह= �� ह3), �/ �
�� ��
�A. <��� ���� 
�3)5�0 �
 '� ����� 2�ह", �/ �
�� ��
�A. ���� �3)5�0 ...(������)... 

�� ����!�U ��ह��: �8�'<"� �� !�� ��� ��
�A. ह  ह� �ह= 0 ...(������)... 
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�).+�$� 7�8�: ��
�A. ह , �/ ��� ��  ����� �ह�� ह3 ) �� �/ ����6) 5�0 
...(������)... 

�� ����!�U ��ह��: �� ����� �� �'� �8�'<"� ��
�A. �� ��*�"� �� �ह� 
ह/, �/ '���� 2�ह3 )5� �� 5�'��� ����� �� ��� �8�'<"� �� ��
�A. ह  

? ...(������)... 

 �). +�$� 7�8� : �/ ��� ��  ����� �ह�� ह3 ) �� ,5� �� 2�ह"5� �� �/ ���� 
�3)5� ...(������) 

I"�!�"�� : �
 �g� �� �8�'<"� ��
�A. ��*� �� �ह� ह/, ���; 

�) +�$� 7�8� : �/ :��� �ह �ह� ह3 ) �� 58�.�"A �� �8�'<"� �� ��
�A. ह , 
,5� �� ����� 2�ह�� ह/ �� �/ :��� ���� �3)5�0 

I"�!���: �
��  
�� ह ? 

�) +�$� 7�8� : ,	� �ह= <�� ह3 ), ���� 
�� ह 0 �/ :��� ����6) 5�, ��� ��  
����� �ह �ह� ह3 )0 ...(������)... 

�� ����!�U ��ह�� : �' �� :� ����� 
� �8�'<"� �� ��� ��
�A. �ह= 
�� ...(������)... 

�) +�$� 7�8� : �/�� ¤BA�2�� ��  �<; ��<� ह , ���� ����� ��  �<; �ह= 
��<� ह 0 �
 �*� �� ���� �f� ��� <��';, �/�� ¤BA�2�� ��  �<; ��<� ह 0 ...(������)... 
45 
��"A ¤BA�2�� �" �[�n�� ह�� ह 0 ...(������)... 

�� !�����	1 �$�# (�ह�: N)NA :� ��� 
� ह , :#ह��� �ह� �� 45 
��"A 
¤BA�2�� �� 8Z�~ ह�� ह  �� ¤BA�2�� �� �� ;�-;� ���, 
�� �� ��<3� ह� ह�-;� 
��, 
ह<� ����� ह��� ��, ' �� ��;'� ��  �ह�) ;��-A 2<�� ह  7� ,� ��<3� ह� �� )
�� ����< ���� ह 0 <���� ,5� !�� �� > �ह= �� ���� �� ��� �H�� 
� ह , ,5� 
��
�A. 	� ह  �� -��� �H�� ह� �)	8 �ह= ह 0 :��<; :� &��� �� ���" ���� �� ��� 
7�2S� ह� �ह= ���� ह 0 

I"�!�"��: !�� ह , �/ �
�� ��*.  ;� ��� �ह�� 2�ह3 )5� �� ह���� �ह 
��� �U� 5���� �� ��� ह 0 �
 	� �ह�� 5���� �� ����� ह/, �
�� �ह 5���� ह , 
���
��#����<A� ह 0 ह�-� �" '� 	� �� > ��<�� ह/ -��� ���� 2��ह;, ,5� �
�� 
��
�A. �� ��� �ह� ह 0 !�� '��< 	�^� �" �
 ���� 2�ह� �� �� ���� ह/0 

�). +�$� 7�8�: �/ �
��  ����� 
[ �ह� ह3 )0 5�'�� ��� ���� ���5 ��  
,ह8�< ��  ������� 8ह 1998 �" ¤BA�2�� ��  �� < 2531,99 �" �� < 2724 7� 2000 �" 
�� < 3673 �� � ह�; ह/0 ...(������)... 

�� !�����	1 �$�# (�ह�: ,� �/ ��N 5��, 
�U� 5; �� ��' ��  ���<� �" ह/0 
¤BA�2�� �� 
�U�� �" 2���� �[� ह 0 ...(������)... 
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�) +�$� 7�8�: �/ �
�� 
3�� ��
�A. �� �ह� ह3 ), �/ ��< �ह� ह3 )0 
...(������)... 

�� -�����	1 �$�# (�ह�: 2���� �[� ह  ...(������)... 

�) +�$� 7�8�: ,5� ��N� ,����� �� '�; �� �/ 
3�� ��
A. 
[�� �� � ��� 
ह3 )0 ...(������)... 

I"�!�"��: 
3�� ��
�A. 
[�� �� ��� �ह= ह , �
 ,
�� 	�^I ���;0 
...(������)... 

�� !�����	1 �$�# (�ह�: �ह ¤BA�2�� 
�U�� �" 2���� �� :#+�4� ह 0 
...(������)...  

�) +�$� 7�8�: �
 2�ह� �� �/ 
[ ���� ह3 )0 ...(������)... 

I"�!�"��: �ह=-�ह= ...(������)... 

�) +�$� 7�8�: �ह ��� ���� ���5 �� ��
�A. ह , 5�'��� ��� ���� ���5 
�� ��
�A. ह 0 ...(������)... 

ह�) �ह�� A�:� ह� 5�� ह 0 2�<;, ,� �
 ,
�� 	�^I ���;0 ;� �3��� �� 
��
�A. �� 4�� ��<� ह ? 

�) +�$� 7���: � +�, 8� ��
�A. ��)5 �ह� ह/, �
�� ��<� :��<; �/�� ��� 
���� ह 0 �' 	� ��3 < �" 46 ह'�� ���� �� 'Q�� ह 0 �' 	� �� ��3 < ��<�' �" 
A�2�. 7� &�*� ��. �� '5ह ��<� ह 0 ...(������)... 

�� ����!�U ��ह��: ��� ह'�� ���� �; ह� '�;)5� ...(������)... 

�) +�$� 7�8�: '� �:�� ������ ह/ �� � 2��<� �
 <�5� �� ��� �� 
ह�5� ह�0 -n� &��� �" 	�'
� �� ��<� ��ह<�() ��  ��� �
�� ����� ह  �*� 	� 
5�'��� ��  ,)�� >ह ह'�� ��<�� �� हS�� ह�� ह 0 �ह 	� �
�� ��
�A. �ह �ह� ह 0 

��� ��  
��� �� 5�'��� �" 5)	�� ����� ह 0 5�'��� �" �' 	� 8� �+. 5�)8� �" �� 
<�A� 
��� 
�ह + <�5� �� ��< �ह� ह 0 -n� 5�'��� �" ���� ��ह��I� �'<� 
U�� ह 0 
8ह�) s<���:+ �� �ह�� 5)	�� ����� ह 0 ����� �� :�� ��<N��� �� ��� �ह� <���� 
�' �� ��� -��� ��'RA �ह=���, �' �� -� 
� ��� ���.8�� �ह= �� 5� 
ह 0 	3�) 
 
��U� <�5� ��  
��8�.� 7� 
�����WI ��  �<; '� ��� 2<� �� -��" 	� 
��*� ¤BA�2�� ह��0 
�
� �" �
�� 	� ��
�A. 
[� ह�5� �� 	3�) 
 
��U� <�5� ��  �<; 
�; �) �< �T��� �� � �� 
ह� )2�? �ह 
�
� �" ह��� 
[� ह , �
 <�5� �� 	� 
[� ह�5�0 
������ �� ��*.  2�� �� 
�)2 घ�A� ��'<� �� '��� ह 0 �/ 5�'��� �� -� 
������� ��  
���� �" �
�� ��� �ह� ह3 ) '� �' �� :� ��� �" ���� �� �ह= ����0 ����� � ह��� 
��  ���I ...(������)... 

I"�!�"��: A�:� �� ����� ह 0 

�). +�$� 7�8�: ,	� ह�< �� 
������� ��� �ह� ह3 )0 
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I"�!�"��: A�:� �� ����� ह 0 :��<; �/ घ�A� �'� �ह� ह3 )0 

�). +�$� 7�8�: �/+�, >ह �ह��� ��  ��� ��N� ��<�� �� �g�� ��<� ह 0 ��� 
��+�� �
�2 	� ह  7� �3��� ��� �ह ह  �� �ह ���� �A�A 	� ह 0 ...(������)... 

 THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: She will remain 
ma\den...{Interruptions).... Even after speaking on this subject, she will remain 
maiden...(Interruptions)... 

�). +�$� 7�8�: �/+�, ���� �A�A ह , ,5� �/ �ह= ��<3)5� �� 7� �g� 
��<�5�0 ]�� ह , �/ 
�)2 ���A �" ,
�� 8u�X� 
3�� ��) 5�0 �� �ह�� ह/ �� 5�'��� �" 
5g�8 ��1� ����< �ह� ह/0 �/ �
 ��  ��K�� �� 
3>�� 2�ह3 )5� �� �ह �£�� 5g�8 ��1� 
ह ? 4�� ��� �)��� ����� �� 8��� ����  -�� ,
�� ;'"+� �� ����< ���� �� 5g�8 ह  :� 
<�5� �� �� ���� ���8< ��U �� ��� ����  <�5� �� 	����� 5�� 7� -�� 	3< 5;, 
-��� 5g�8 ह  :� <�5� ��? ,�� ��� ���1�� �� ��)�8����� ��  ह��� ���g� ����� 
��  �<; >�U ����, :��� 5g�8 ह  :� <�5� ��? �
 ��� ���� ह/ �� 	�'
� ��  ;� 
	3�
38. &��� �� �ह<�� ���+ ��  �ह� '� ;� <�� �
�� �� घ3� <� ��, -��� 5g�8 
ह  :� <�5� ��? ����5< ��  हh��� �ह��� �� ���g� ���� 5�� 7� -#ह" ����� 8�<� 
�� '��� ���� 5��, 4�� :��� 5g�8 ह  :� <�5� ��? ����5< ��  �ह��� ��  ��r�*� 
�� ���� �" '� ¤BAA�2�� ह��, �� �� :��� 5g�8 ह  :� <�5� ��? �/ �� 
3>�� 2�ह�� 
ह3 ) �� -n� &��� �" 2��8 �� 
38. ,��K�� �" ��<���� �� '� ��A� ����  ह'��� 
Cह��() �� 	�8�� �� ��<� 5��, 4�� -��� 5g�8 :� <�5� ��? �ह�8�� �8��� �� 
'#	3�� ��  ,)�� 2�� �; �S<���� ��� ���� �� '� 2�< 2<� ��, '� ����� �ह�, 
4�� -��� 5g�8 ह  :� <�5� ��? ��)�8����� �� �) H�� �� >�U�� �; 4�� 
:��� 5g�8 ह  :� <�5� ��? �ह����, �/ ��*.  :��� �ह�� 2�ह�� ह3 ) �� 	�'
� ��  
8�.��� &��� �� 5���� �� h��� हU
�� �� '� ��8� ���� ��, 4�� 5g�8 ह  :� <�5� 
��? (������)...  

�ह= � +�, 5�'��� �� �ह�� 5)	�� ����� ह  �ह0 �ह= � +�, 5�'��� �� 
�ह�� 5)	�� ����� ह  �ह '� ��1� :#ह��� ����<� ��, -���  ���� �" 
3>� �ह� ह3 ) �� 
�g� �� 5g�8 �� ��� �� �ह� ह/0 �� <�5?  

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Your party should have allowed you 
to speak earlier  Then there would have been no problem.   Now it is very 
late. 

�).+�$� 7�8�: � +�, �/ 
�)2 ���A �" ,
�� 8uX� 
3�� �Q) 5�0 

 I"�!�"��: 
�)2 ���A �" !�� �ह= ह 0  

�� 3��� ���: :��� ��<�* 2�'.��A ह 0  

�). +�$� 7�8�: 5�'��� ��  <��� �+
��'�A�. ��  ���U� Q
; ��-
c
���A8 �/4� �" +38 5; 7� :#ह��� �� > �ह= ����0 

�� 3��� ���: ��-c
���A8 �/4� �� �� �S� �� ����0 
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�). +�$� 7�8�: :#ह��� �� > �ह= ����0 :#ह� �� 	�'
� ��  �3�� ��  L� 
��.��. 
��A< 
� :� 5���ह �" �)��ह ह/, :���  �<; :#ह��� �� > �ह= ����0 -���  
,5��A 4�� ����? � +�, :� <�5� �� ����� 5g�8 ह , ��� ����? c�< ��<�� ��  
��� ��<�� &'��)1 ����< ����, 4�� 5g�8 ह  �
 <�5� ��? ��� 5g�8 ��1� �� 
�
 ��� �� �ह� ह/? ��� �)��Z �� �� ��� �� �ह� ह/0 �ह#�3 �)��Z �� �� �3ह�� ���� 8�<� 
�� �/ 
3>�� 2�ह� )5� �� 4�� �ह#�3 �)��Z �� �� �ह ������ ह 0 �� ;� 7�� ��  �<; ��� 
	�^� �� &��5 ���� '��� ह 0 ह���� �)��Z �� �" 7��� �� 
3'� '��� ह 0 �
��  ��5�U�� 
'� �� � �� ��� �ह� ह 0 �ह����, �/ :��� ह� �ह3)5� �� 5�'��� �" �ह �n� �� ��< �)� 
���'; 7� 5�'��� ��  <�5� �� �`� ���';, ��)�� �� ��ह�� ���';0 5�'��� ��  <�5� �� 
2���8 �" ,
�� 8�A ���� ,
�� 
ह2�� ����� �� '� ह� ह  -�� �ह�� ���';0 

�� ��<��3 �����(5�'���): &T� ,	� �� �ह ह  �� '� �� > ह� ��� �ह� ह/ 
8ह ��� ��<�8�A �ह= ह 0 ;42�,< '� :T�3 ह  ����A +�8<
�"A 5�'��� �" 4�� ह�; ��w� 
�ह ह  7� �ह ��-���...(������)... �� ���...  

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: I asked' him to speak. He took my 
permission.   I called his name. 

SHRI NILOTPAL BASU: I would like to draw your attention that 
he is speaking from borrowed time. Mr. Jaitley has exhausted the entire time 
allotted to him. 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Never mind, I have given 
everybody extra time. 

SHRI NILOTPAL BASU: I have a point of fact. I have taken 

proportionately less time. 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: There is no proportion. Please, take 

your seat��� ;� ���A �ह= ��<�5�0 �� ��� �S� He is the last speaker 

�� ���)a"� -��: �ह 	� ����� A��� ���� ह 0 � +�,...(������)... 

�� ��<��3 �����: �' :� 5Zह �" '� ��� ह� �ह� ह , '� �� > ,	� ह��� ���" 
����, �ह�� �� ���� :���<�8�A ह/ 7� ���< � ह/0 

 �� 5g�8 ��1� �� ��� ���� ह/0 �8 5g�8 ��1� ����<�0 �/ �8 5g�8 ��1� �" 
ह��'� �� ������ ��`� �)1� L� �� ��4����A� ��  �<; �������A� ��  ��<�* 7� ���� 
:)�+�� ���� ��  ��<�* �� > �ह= ��<�0...(������)... ,5� 8� ����) ����.* ��  ��<�* 
��<�� ह/ �� �
��  
�A �" 4�� ह<2< ह��� ह 0...(������)... 

 I"�!�"��: <U�� –N5U� �� ���;...(������)... 
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�� ��<��3 �����: ,5� ह���� ��`� �)1� ,
�� ����� 
�"...(������)...Youhave to conduct the House, Madam. 

I"�!�"��: ह�), �
 ���<;0 'R�� �S� ह� �� ��@<�� ह� '�;0  

�� ��<��3 �����: ��Q �� ह�0 8� ��<�� �ह= �� �ह� ह/0 4�� ��"0 
�ह '� 5g8 ��1� ���<� �� 5g�8 ��1� �� ��<� 5�'��� �� 	���� '��� 


�Ai �� ����� �� <��A 2�� 8^. �" 4�� 4�� ��; �ह <�5� ��  
�� '��� <�5� �� 
����� �� ,5� -��� �� > 
������� �� ��� 5��, ,5� ����) ����.* �� ��� � 5�� 
'�;)5� 7� ���� ��"5� ��)b�� �� 	� !�� ��1�;) ����<� ह 0 �8 ��1� �" �/ ��� ह��'� ��0 
��`� �)1� L� ���#$ ���� �� ;� �f� 	� ��:����A� ��  ��<�* �ह= ��<�0 ,5� �
 
���� �� �' �
�� ��)b�� ��  '� ,K�O ह/, 8� ,	� ,������ �" 5; �� 7� ,������ �" 
'��� 4�� ��<0 :)�+��� 58�.�"A 7� 5�'��� 58�.�"A ��  ��<�* ��<�0 �
 
2�2<�� '���� ह/0 2�2< '� b�A ��A�� �" �3��:A�+ C�5+� �" ह�� 5; ��, 8� ,������ 
5; ��0 �� ,������ ��  
1���� �� 
3>�, ��aह��� ����� 8ह�) � �� 2<�� ह 0 2�2< �� 
4�� �ह�? ह� � '�A� �� ����� �" 8ह�) �� �� > ,{>� 2< �ह� ह 0 �
��  ��� �� 
��� ��� 8ह�) �ह= ��0 <���� ,
�� ;� 
�Ai ह , 8ह ��BJ�� 
�Ai ह , -��� &��� �� 
,K�O ह  7� 8ह '� �� ,
�� :)�+�� 58�.�"A 7� 5�'��� �� 58�.�"A ��  ��<�* 
��<�� ह 0 4�� �ह ��BJ�� ��� ह ? �� �� �� :��� �� 8�2���0 ;� 
�a
�� �� ��� 
,5� :� ��� �� ��� 	� 8���, ��� 	� <�+� �8��� �" '��� ह  �� ��<�� �" �� > ��W�� 
�� ���0 �ह 	3< '��� ह� ,5� ह���� ��`� �)1� 5g�8 ��1� �" 5�'��� ����� �� 4�� 
4�� ��� ����, �ह ��<�� ह  �� -���  �<; �
�� ��� ह  7� �
 <�5 !�� �ह �ह� 
ह/ ...(������)... 

�� ���)a"� -��: �
 ���;), ह� ����� 2�ह�� ह/0 ���;) 4�� 4�� 5��8 �� 
��� ����...(������)... ��ह� 4�� �ह�) ��< ��0 

�� ��<��3 �����: �� ,5� ����� 2�ह�� ह/ �� ���#$ ���� �� ����� �� 
;'3�� �� �" �� �� �� 60 ह'�� �8o� ��:A 	�� '� 
)2���� ��  :<�4�� ह�; �� :��" 
45 
��"A :<�4�� ������ �� ह�;0 ���� ;� ;� <�� Q
; b)A �� 4���� 8ह�) 
� 

�f<� �� �A��� � ह�0 �5� '��� :)+�J� ��  �<; 7� ;+�����J��� ��H���� ��  �<; 
�ह�� ��� ��; '� ;+�����J��� �� 8ह ��H� 5��0 ह� ���� ह  �� ��)b�� �� :� ���� 
�" �" �� > �8��H ह�0 <���� 48��2� �ह ह  �� ,5� ����� ��  ��̀ � �)1� ,
�� &�b�� 

�f<� �" ����� ��  �<; '�;) 7� ��1� ����<� �� :� �" �
 <�5� �� 4�� 
������ ह 0 
�
 <�5� �� ����<� ह  7� �3��� <�5� �� ����<� ह 0 �3��� �ह '� �ह �ह� ह/ �� ह���� 
����() �� :<�4�� ����� ��  �8��H �" ��<� ह 0 -#ह��� ��� �8��H �" �ह= ��<� ह 0 
,5� Á� �� > :)J�&A��� ,<5 ���� ह/, ,5� ��A�< 174 �� :)A��&A��� ,<5 
���� ह/, ,5� ह� ह���� �� > �82�� '��ह� ���� ह/ �� -� �� ��<� �ह �ह= ह  ह���� 
����� �ह ह���� ���� :<�4�� ����� ��  �8��H �" ह/, c� � ��)J��� 8ह�) �ह�� 
���.<�� 2< �ह� ह 0 
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5�'��� �" �� �ह��� �� ��R�� < ���.<�� 2< �ह� ह 0 <���� �' '� <�5 
��� �� �ह� ह/, 8ह '� 8ह�) ���.<�� �� 
������� �U� ह�� ह , -� �� �
�-:< ���� 
�� ��� �� �ह� ह/0 �
 �� �� > ���" 	3<�� 2��ह;0 �� '� ���" �� �ह� ह/, -� �� �*�� 
�[�� ह 0 &�� �[�(0 �' 5�'��� �" ��� &�f<� �ह= ह 0 The lives were saved; the 

properties were saved; in fact, everybody was saved. I know this; I have 
moved all over the 25 districts of Gujarat, erst 8ह�) ��� ����� �ह= ह 0 �
 
*�8�� �� ��� 4�� ��� ���� ह�0 8ह ��� ह� �ह= ���� ह/0 '� ��� 5�H�� �� ��� 
4���� ,5� ��)� �ह= ह��� �� ��)���� �ह�) �� ���, <���� 5�H�� �� �� > <���� 5�H�� 
�� �� > �ह= ���� ह 0 '� ह��� �� ह� 5�� -� �� 	3< '�(0 �' ह�-� �" ���ह �� ��� 
�ह� ह3 )0 �� �
 ���� ह�� ह  ���" �ह ��� �ह� ह� 7� �*��� �� ���� �� �ह� ह�0 -� ��  
��<� &�� �� ��� ���0 �
 ,	� 5�'��� �" �ह� 	� '�(), 5�'��� A�A<� 
��*3 < ह 0 

� +�, ,	� ,O�H�� �� ��� ह��0 ��� �" ह'���, <��� ���'�" ह/, 22}' ह/, 
�)��� ह/ 7� -� �� ,5� �� > ह��� Á  �� 4�� -� ��  �<; 5�'��� �� ����� 
'8����ह ह 0 ,ह�� 	�� �ह�� ह/ �� ,O�H�� �" '� �� > ह��, 8ह ह���� '8����ह� ह , 
<���� �/ ����� 2�ह3 )5� �� -� �)`�� ��  ,
�� 2g����� ह , 5�:�� ह 0 �ह �� :��� 
�U� ��� ह 0 �ह�)  22}' ह , ���'�� ह/ 7� �5��'�घ� ह , 7� ,5� -� �" �� > ह��� ह  
�� -� �" ����� �� ��� '8����ह� �ह= ह 0 �ह �� �� �� '8����ह� ह 0 �� �� 
��<��� :� ह�<� �� ��H��� 2��ह;0 <���� ,	�  8ह� ���8 ��*� �� ह� 5�� ह 0 
2���8 ��  *�a�. 	�� 5; ह  (� �t3 A�� ह� �ह� ह 0 ...(������)... <�A<� �/ �ह�� 2ह�� 
ह3 ) �� �/ 1970 �� :<�4�� <U �ह� ह3 )0...(������)... 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Please, don't interrupt him. Let him 
finish what he is saying.   He will take more time if you interfere. 

�� ��<��3 �����: ,	� '� :<�4�� �� ��� ह� �ह� ह 0 -� �" 58�.�"A �� 
���  :)A��*��� �ह= ह  4���� :<�4�� ����� 7� c�*��. :<�4�� ����� ह/0 :� 
�" ���� ����� �� ��� ��5��� �ह= ह��� ह 0 '� �� > ��� ह , 8ह ;+�����J��� 7� 
:<�4�� �����  ���� ह 0 � +�, ����  Cह�3����  �" �'  �� '�-'� :<�4��  ह�; 
ह/, �� �� 
��*3 < ���� *� �� 7� �� �� ���.< :<�4��  ,5� ह�5� �� �ह� ह�5� 0 �/ 
�' �ह :� ह�-� �" �ह �ह� ह3 )0 :� :<�4��  �" ���8 �� ��� ���I �ह= ���5�0 �ह 
2���8 �ह�� 
��*3 < ह�5�0 ������ �" '� �� > ह�� �� �3��� '5ह  ह�� ह�5�, <����  
�ह�) �� > 	� �ह= ह�5�0I It will be a good example for all of us. 

I"�!�"��: ������ �)1� '�0 

�� ��� 3�Y�����(�ह���0N): � +�, 	� ��� ह 0 

I"�!�"��: ��� �� ह , 
� A�:� �ह= ह/0 ��� �� �ह3� �� ह/0 

SHRI RAM JETHMALANI:   I bow to your decision. 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN:   Thank you.   You are so kind. 
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�� ����!�U ��ह��: � +�, �� ����A �� ��� �� �"0 �ह�) 5 �8 �� ��� �ह� 
5�� �/ ����� 2�ह3 )5�...(������)...  

I"�!�"��: ,� ह�� �����A� ��ह� �� '8�� ह�5�0 

I" ������8�. �Rह ��8��� $�  �-��� (�� ��� $R 0
� +%��
�): ������ 
�ह����, �/ ���� 
ह<� �� O�� ��2�� ���� 2�ह3 )5� �� �/ �ह�) �ह� ��  �g��� 
3�� ��� 
�ह=  � ] ���0 :��� ह� �ह= ��R� �'#ह��� �ह� ��)	 ��, ��� ��  8��B] �a����� 
���� L�  &I� '�, -���  	�^I ��  ��� 	� �/ -��� ,�3��� <��� 5�� ��,   

�ह����, �/�� �3��� ��� �" 	� 7� :� ��� �" 	� :� �ह� �� -]��� �� 
:{>� &��A ���� 8�<� ������ ����� �� ��8��� ���� �� �� ��N� �ह= <5�� �� 
�' :� �ह� �� ����  ह� ���� 	� &��� ��, '� ह� ����  �� ह  �� ��� �" 
�Â	�8�� 
 �� ह�, ��)�� 
 �� ह�, ,5� ��)&����� ���8 ���� ���I �� 	� 
38. �" �U� 
ह�� ह  �� 8ह �3� ह�, �� :��� ह� �m�;)5� �ह= 7� �/�� �� ;� ��� 7� �ह= �� ,5� 
�8��% ��'� ��� Y�BA �� 	� ��2� �� :� 22W �� ,5� �' ह� -]�;)5� �� 8ह 22W 
���� ह� �� ��U� <�	 
ह�)2�;5�, �
�� �ह= 
ह�)2�;5�0 �/�� &���I��� �� �ह ��� 
�ह� 4�� �� �/ �ह= ��N�� �� :� ���� ��, '�<�� ��  ��� �� ��, '3� ��  ���, ��� 
!�� घA��;) ह�� ह/ �� �'���  ���I �)�� C2�� &�A ��� �� 4�� ह� �ह� ह  5�'��� �"0 
4���� घA�� �� '� �ह� 5�� ह " "recent events", "recent incidents in Gujarat".    
What is the "recent incident"?   ,5� ��� �����A :#��+�A 8���8 �" 5�'���  �" ह  
�� 8ह ;� ह  C2��'��, �'��� �'t '��< ��� 2gH�� '� �� ���� 7� -#ह��� �ह� 
�)�	. �� ����0 -#ह��� �ह� �� ह� �'� &�4�� 8�� �� �����<� �� �ह� ह/, 8ह &�4�� 
8�� �� 8< ��1 'a�3 ����� �� &�@�� ���� ��  �<; �ह= ह 0 -��� -w�T� :��� 
X��
� ह 0 -��� -w�T� ह  	�� �" ,������ 
 �� ����0 -���  �ह�) 
� �� ;� ����� 
2<�� ह  �� �ह#������ ;� �ह �ह= ����, Cह������ A3A�5� 7� -� A3A �� �[��� ��  
�<; ह��� �� > ���� 2��ह;0 -� ���� �" �
><� ���� -#ह��� ��#���<� 'ह�) 'ह�) 
� 
��)�8��� घA�� �� ह , ��)�8��� Cह�� �� ह  �� �ह :� :���� �� 	� �� ह  �� � 
�� 8< �� > ��5���ह <�5 ���� '�;) 7� ��)� * <�;) ��R� -���  ���- ��� ,5� 
��)&����� �)5� 
 �� ह� '�;)0 ��)&����� ���8 
 �� ह� '�;) �� 8ह 	� ह� '�;)0 �ह� 
:���� �� 2�ह� 8ह ,O�H�� �� घA�� ह� 2�ह� �H���� �)��� �� घA�� ह�, 2�ह� ��Ã<� 
�" 	� ��8�Ä� ��  �g��  
� �� > � �� > ���� ह ,:� -w�T� �� X��u�� �� 	�'�� �� घA�� 
ह�0 :��<; ,O�H�� �� घA�� ह��� ह� C2�� <5� �� ��N� �8)� �� <5� �� 7� �/ ���#� 
5�� ;�;�'� �� 	�'�0 � �� 8ह�) ��  ��`� �)1� �� ��� �� 7� � �� �ह� �� ������,�ह 
घA�� ह�� ह  ,'� �� > ह�� ह , -��� ह� ���" 5� �.  	� '�;5� ,
��H� 
�U� 	� '��"5� 
�� ���� 	� '�;)5�, <���� ,5� �'� � �5�-+ �" �ह ���� 5�� ह  ,5�)  ��� <� 
,O�H�� �" '� -��� :���� �� �3��� �� �)�+� ���� �� ,5� 8ह �� +�<�� �� 
����� ,��. ह� '���0  
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6.00 p.m. 

�ह����, �/ �ह�) 
3�� 8I.� �ह= ��) 5� 4���� ��N� ��� ह  :�� ��� �" ��2. �" 
	� ह��� 5�'��� 
� 22W �� 7� �ह� �� 4�� �� 27 *�8�� �� घ�H�� �� घA�� ह�� 
7� 28 ����� �� ,ह������ �", �U��� �" -��� ����� 
� घA��;) ह��)0 �*� �� ��  
�ह��� �" 22W ह�� 7� �� ��  �ह��� �" ह��� ;� �8.���� &���8 
���� ���� ��0 
-���  ��� �*� ह��� '�<�� �" 	� 22W ��0 ��� ��� 22W ह��� �� ह 0 �/ '� �ह�) 
� 
,
�� ��� �� <gA �� ��� �� ��� ह� �/�� ,�I '�A<� '�, '� �ह�) 
� � ]� ह�; ��, 

3>� �� �' �� 22W �" ��� !�� �8��^ ��� 22W �" -	� �� �� ह , �'��� -R<�� 
���� �� '8�� ���� �ह�� 'Q�� ह  ?�� -#ह��� �ह� �� 
����� ��8��A�� �� <���� 
�� < ��<��� <� �� �+��A �ह� ह 0 <� �� �+��A -#ह��� :��<; �ह� 4���� �8	��8� 
ह , �
><� ��� ����  �� �" X��� �� �� ��  �� �" 8���� ��, �� > <�5� ��  �� �� 5���� 
��, �ह� ��� ह  0 :� ��� !�� ��� HA�� �ह= !�� ��� ��� �ह= �'���  ���I ��� 
53��� ह�, घA�� ह�, �/ �� �ह�� ह3 ) �� �
 �" �� �� > <�5� �� ,��8T�� Q
 �� 5���� 
&�A ����  ह��� ���� �� ह , ह���� 8ह�) ��  ���� �� 	� ���� �� ह , �'��� ��� 
'Q�� �ह= ��0 ����#��, �ह#������ �"  �
><� 50 ��<� �" ह� ��#&����� ���8 �� 
�3� �ह= �� 
�;0 1947 �" �� 	�)�� �u
�� ह�� �� 7� 1947 �" �u
�� ह��� ��  
��8'�� ह��� 	��� �� '� �)�8H�� �����, 8ह 	��� ��  �<; 58. �� ��� ह , �ह�� 58. 
�� ��� ह 0 !�� ��� �". '� ��� �� �8	�'� ह��, �'� �8	�'� ��  �<; �ह�S�� 5�)H� 
�� �ह� �� �� �ह �� 
�
 ह , �ह�S�� '� �� �ह� �� �� �ह �� ���� ��) �� हS�� ह , ;� 
&��� �� ���Z-हS�� ह , ��J���:+ ह , -���  ��8'3� :� ��� ��  �� �ह#������ �� 
�)A8��� H�. ��  �H�� 
� ह�� �� �ह#��() �� �ह��� �ह�) ह , ���<���� �� �ह��� 
�ह�) ह  7� ��8'3� :���  �� ह���� 
U��� ��� �� �'��� �ह� �� ,5� ,�)+ 
�ह#������ �ह�5� �� ��� ��  ���<��� �ह#�() ��  5�<�� ���� �ह"5�0 This. was the 
thesis7� -#ह��� �ह� �� :���<; ह��� ,<5 ��BJ 2�ह;, ,<5 ���� -#ह��� ��� 
�<�� 7� -� ���� �� -#ह��� :�<���� ���� 	� घ��^� ����0 �ह#������ �� ��8'�� 
:� ���� ��  1950 �" '� �)�8H�� �8���� ����, 8ह �)�8H�� -� ��� ��  ह���� ���S8 
��  �<; 58. �� ��� ह . �a
�I. 	��� ��  �<; 58. �� ��� ह  7� �/ ����� ह3 ) �� -� 
��� -� �)�8H�� �� �8���� ����, �'��� ह� � �� <� �ह�� ह/, '��� �2��2 �� 
-� ��� � �� <� �f� �� &��5 �)�8H�� ���W��() �� ,
�� �)�8H�� �" ���� 	� �ह= 
��, <���� � �� <���� �� '� �R
��);) ह/ �� ��� 4<�� 1 ���A'� �ह=.��� 4<�� 2 
���A'� �ह=, �� ���A'� ����� ह/, ���� �� ,
�� ���� 
)� ��  ��� ���� �'ह� 
��  ��� <5�8 �ह=, ��� H���� ��� �'ह�� ���� �ह=, �� '� �R
��); ह/ � �� <�8�� 
��, 8� ह��� ,
�� �)�8H�� ��  &�8H��� �" �<� �� 7� �� �� <��� �' �� ��� �� > 
�ह� ह��� �'ह�� ���� �� �	� �8���� �ह= ����, � ��"5� 7� ह���� 6
� ���� 
����� ���
 <5�� ह , :���<; �/�� -� ��� �" �ह� �� �ह '� ह , 8ह ह���� 
�)��Z ��, ह���� 
�a
��. ह��� :��ह�� �� �ह��� ह  that India's polity, India 
political thinkers have always rejected a theocratic state.�'ह�� ���� �� ह��� 
�	� �8���� �ह= ����, � 1950 �" ����, � ,� ���5�, � �5� ��"5�0 :� S�� �� 
��N�� <�5 2<� 7� '� :��� �ह�� �ह=, 8� ���� 	� �<�2�� ���� ह/0 �/�� '� 
�f� &��5 ����, -��� ���� 6
� -
��5 ���� 5��, 2�ह� ��� �" -#ह��� �ह� �� 
ह��� 5<�� ह� 5�. ह��� �ह= ���� 2��ह; ��0 -���  
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���I �ह ह  �� ,5� �
 �ह#�� �f� ����� ह� �2[ '�;)5� 7� �ह"5� �� �
 
5<� ��� �� �ह� ह�, �� �*� �
 �ह� �ह= �ह �ह� ह�. �
 �ह� �ह= �� �ह� 7� :� 
���� �" 	� �ह�� ���� ��� �ह� 5� �'���  ���I &���t�� ह��� ह , &���u�� ह��� �ह= 
2��ह; 7� :���<; ��N� �ह�� ���� ह�� '� ���� ��1 L� '�]�<��� '� �� �ह#��S8 �f� �� 
��A. ��  �����, ��&�� ��A. ��  ����� �8T<�^I ����0 -{2�� #����<� ��  ����� '� 
�ह#��S8 �f� �� �8T<�^I ���� �� -#ह" �g�� ��<� �� -#ह��� -{2�� #����<� �� '� 
��.  ��;, -� ��� �� �8���� ���� ह�; '� X��`�� �ह#��S8 �� ��&�� ��A. �� ,
�� 
''�"A �" �� ह , �/ �ह�� ह3 ) �� ह���� ����� ,5� �ह= �ह#��S8 �f� �� &��5 ���� ह  
�� ह���� ,�. 8ह� ह  �'��� ��&�� ��A. �� ��#��� �� ह , ����� ��� ,�. �ह=0 7� ��� 
,�. ��� ��� �� �� -�� ���� ���'; <���� ह���� �<; � ����t� �A� �A�A �8���� ह  7� 
� �ह#��S8 ;� !�� �f� ह  �'��� ���� ह� ह� �ह�5� �� �ह �� �)��I. ह , �ह �� 
��5�J� ह , �ह �� !�� ह . �ह �� 8 �� ह 0 ���� ��4�.8��� ��1 �ह�) 
� � ]� ह/ 7� -��� 
&	�8 �ह�� ���� <�5� ��  C2�� 
� ह�� :� � �� <���� �f� �� <���0 �
 H�. �� 5<� 
����� ह/, ��<�'� �� 5<� ����� ह/0 ...(������)... 

�� ���)a"� -�1: �
 ��N� ��R+ ��"5�? Madam, ... 

SHRI L. K. ADVAMI: I am not yielding. (Interruptions) Religion is 
an opium for the masses...(Interruptbns)... 

�� ���)a"� -�1: �
 ह��� ��*� �� �ह� ह/ . ह�� 	� ��<�� ���'; 0 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Do not interrupt. He is not yielding. 
...(Interruptions)... 

�� ��� $R 0
 >%��
�: ह��� �� �	� �ह= �ह� 7� �
�� H���-H��� ����  
,� -��� >�U ���� ह , ��N� ��� �
�n �ह= ह , <���� �/ ...(������)….  

SHRI NILOTPAL BASU: Madam, he is insinuating. [Interruptions) 

He is distorting and insinuating.   ...{Interruptions)... 

SHRI L. K. ADVANI:   I am not yielding.   ...(Interruptions)... 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN:   He is not yielding.   ...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI NILOTPAL BASU: But after he finishes, I must get a chance 
to rebut what he is saying. (Interruptions) You have to protect me, Madam. 
...(Jnterruptbns)...   He is insinuating and distorting.   ...(Interruptions)... 

�� ��� $R 0
 +%��
�: ��<�S
<, ��BA�2�� ��  ���� �/ �
�� ��� �� <3)5� 
...(������)... 

SHRI NILOTPAL BASU: I cannot accept it. 
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THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Let him finish his speech. 

...interruptions)... Let him finish his speech. 

SHRI LK. ADVANI: I will discuss it with you. That is not the issue 
at the moment. ...[Interruptions)... 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: The name of the Home Minister was 
referred to in this House, but did he get up to object as to why his name was 
taken. When I called him to reply, he is replying. While he is replying, you 
should not interrupt. If somebody has any objection, after he completes the 
reply, you can seek clarifications. But not while he is replying. interruptions) 

His name was mentioned in this House. His name was mentioned not once, 
but twice, thrice, but he did not object at that time. He did not say that he 
wanted to give a personal explanation. He is replying to the debate. It is not 
only Mr. Basu's problem; there were many Members from various political 
parties who spoke, and it his duty and responsibility to reply to the debate. 
Please. [Interruptions) 

SHRI NILOTPAL BASU: But, Madam, I want to make a point. 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: But �� > �ह= ह���After my ruling, 

there is no 'but'. 

SHRI NILOTPAL BASU: I accept your ruling. 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Please sit down. 

SHRI NILOTPAL BASU: If there is an insinuation and distortion of 

my philosophy and my thinking, I have every right to make my point. 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Not now. Not while the Deputy 

Prime Minister on his legs. 

SHRI L.K. ADVANI: Way back in 1990, I had an occasion to be 
part of a Parliamentary Committee which visited the United Kingdom, and a 
senior Marxist colleague, a Member of Parliament, was also with me. There, 
we were invited by the .Speaker of the House of Commons for dinner, and 
we were waiting at the table for a dinner. Everyone was there, but dinner did 
not start. I asked the Member of the House of Commons who was sitting by 
my side, "Are we waiting for some Minister? What is the matter? Why is the 
delay?" He said, ^'The Chaplain has to come and he has to say the prayers, 
and only then can we have dinner." It struck me as somewhat 
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odd. I asked my Marxist colleague, "What would happen if something similar 
happens in India? How would you react?" But, I would say that we have not 
adopted such rituals. We have seen to it that secularism is accepted in the real 
sense in which it should be accepted, and we have not developed in the name 
of secularism an allergy to everything related to religion which is some thing 
wrong in this country. 

SHRI JIBON ROY: It is wrong. He is playing with religion. 

SHRI L.K. ADVANI: I am not playing with religion. 
...{Interruptions)... 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: It is his right. Please sit down. .. 

(Interruptions)... 

SHRI JIBON ROY: We don't believe in religion, but, at the same 
time, we do not criticise any religion. ...(Interruptions)... 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: This is not going on record. Please 
don't record it. ...(Interruptions)... Any interruption is not going on record. 
...(Interruptions)... Don't behave in such a manner. Keep the respect of this 
House. Please do not interrupt. (Interruptions) You did the same thing when 
you were in the Chair. ...(Interruptions)... Don't behave like this. 
.^(Interruptions)... 

SHRI L.K. ADVANI: But so far as secularism is concerned, so far 
as Hindutva is concerned, I accept the Constitution fully in letter and spirit, 
and I would like the Gujarat Government, whoever is elected now, to 
implement the constitutional provisions and the concept of secularism 
thoroughly and honestly, as conceived by our Constitution-makers. Some 
may object. But I said, "One of the essential parts of it is that every person, 
every citizen, irrespective of his faith, must feel safe and secure, must feel 
that he has an equal opportunity as all others have, simply because I belong to 
a certain caste, simply because I belong to a certain religion, therefore, I am 
no less than any other, minority or majority." Therefore, I was happy to read 
the other day. when I saw, on the very day we debated the Gujarat issue in the 
other House, a statement made by the Chief Minister of Gujarat, against 
whom all kinds of things have been said. He said, "For this particular 
election, my approach and objective would be to have a Gujarat educated, 
irrigated and electrified". And the manifesto produced by the B.J.P. of Gujarat 
is entirely related to these matters. Therefore, General Roy Chowdhury rightly 
said that good governance should be an essential issue. ...(Interruptions)... 
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�
 C2�� �� ���;0 ...(������)... <���� �/ �
�� �ह 	� �ह�� ह3 ) �� 
�'� &��� ��  	�^I �ह�) 
�, 8ह�) 
�, ह�; ह/ ह���� ��<�*, 5�'��� ��.'�.
�. ��  
��<�*, ���#$ ���� ��  ��<�* �
 ,5� 8 �� 	�^I ��"5� �� 4�� ह� :� ��� �� 
�'t �ह= ��"5� �� 5�H�� �" 4�� ह��0 'Q� ��"5�0 ...(������)... ����;, �"�� �ह�� 
�ह ह  �� ...(������)... 

SHRI NILOTPAL BASU: There is VHP to take care of all those 

you left out. ...{Interruptions)... 

 �� ��� $R 0
 >%��
�: ���� 
�� ���� �	� ��  �� ��  	�^I ह/0 
...(������)... 

SHRI JIBON ROY: The Election Commission has been attacked. 
...{Interruptions)... 

�� ��� $R 0
 >%��
�: �ह����, ,	�-,	� ��� ह�� �� �� �)5� ह��� ��  
���I 8ह�) 
� ����� :��� ���� ह� 5� ह  �� ���� &5�� �� 5� ह 0 �/�� ,	�-,	� 

�� <5�� ह  7� ��N� 
�� <5� �� ��2. �� <��� ��  ���a�� �� ��� 	� �" �'��� 
*���� +����4A :)8��A�"A ह�� ह  -��" 14 
��"A 5�'��� �" ह�� ह 0 ...(������)... 
1095 ���U �� +����4A *���� :)8��A�" 5�'��� �" ह�� ह  ��8'3� :���  7� �/ �� 
��N�� ह3 ) �� ,5� ह���� ��* �� ...(������)... �)5� �� ���@� ह� 5; �� �� �"0 
...(������)... 

I"�!�"��: ��� ����� ���';0 

SHRI JIBON ROY : You disown the VHP; you disown Godhra. 

...(Interruptions)... 

 �� ��� $R 0
 >%��
�: -���  ���I 'Q� O�� ह��� ह  <���� �/ �� < 
��<� ����  ����� ह3 ) �� '� �)5� *�8�� 7� ��2. �" ह�;, 2�ह� 5�H�� �" ह�; ह�, 2�ह� 
,ह������ �" ह�; ह�, 2�ह� ��gU� �" ह�; ह�, �ह� 
� 	� ह�; ह�, ��.��� ह , ह���� �<; 
��. �� ��� ह 0 :��" ��� �� �� �ह= ह� ����0 ह� '� ��.'�.
� �" ह/ ��� '� :� ��� 

� 58. ���� �� �� ह���� 4 ��< ��  ��' �" �ह= 
� �)5� �ह= ह�;, -��� ���� ����� 
��. ��0 <���� �/ :���  ���-��� �ह 	� �ह�� ह3 ) �� �ह ���
 <5��� �� 8ह �)5� 
'��
3N ����  ��8�; 5; 7� -��" 
��<� :)8�R8 ��, �/ :� ��� �� ��R�� < 
��������� ����� ह3 ) 7� �/ ����� ह3 ) �� ����� �� :������� �� ����� 
��0...(������)... 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: Interruptions willn't go on record. 
...(/nteroyptons)... 

SHRI L.K. ADVANI: Those riots were unfortunate and shameful, 

and those riots were not State-inspired �ह����, �/ ��N�� ह3 ) �� ���� �'��� ���� 
�ह� 5� ह/ -��� '8�� �ह�� 
ह<� ���� '� 2��� ह  7� �' ��  ,8�� 
� ���� 
,�I '�A<� '� �� ���� -n� ����0 ��N� 7� �� > �ह= �ह�� ह 0 
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SHRI NILOTPAL BASU: Madam, I have a point. Please protect us. 
He has taken our name and he.has totally distorted our philosophy. 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: What distortion? ...(Interruptbns)... 

SHRI NILOTPAL BASU: He has given us a lesson on the true 
approach to secularism; and what the approach of the Marxists on 
secularism is.  

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: The debate is over. The discussion is 
over.   ...(Interruptions)... Now, Message from Lok Sabha. ...(Interruptions).. 

SHRI NILOTPAL BASU: I never thought that our Home Minister is 
an * ...(Interruptions)... 

THE DEPUTY CHAIRMAN: I am not allowing it. It will not go on 
record ...(Interruptions).. 

SHRI NILOTPAL BASU: * 

THE  DEPUTY CHAIRMAN:   I  am  not  allowing any more 
debate. 

...(Interruptions)... Message from the Lok Sabha .......(Interruptions)...Message 
from Lok Sabha. ...(Interruptions)... 
SHRI NILOTPAL BASU:   We are walking out in protest against the manner 
in which the Home Minister has spoken. ...(Interruptions)... 

(At this stage, some hon. Members left the Chamber) 

MESSAGE FROM LOK SABHA The 

Constitution (Ninety-Third Amendment) Bill, 2001. 

SECRETARY-GENERAL: Sir, I have to report to the House the 
following message received from the Lok Sabha, signed by the Secretary-
General of the Lok Sabha: 

"In accordance with the provisions of Rule 101 of the Rules of 
Procedure and Conduct of Business in Lok Sabha, I am directed to 
inform you that the following amendments made by Rajya Sabha in 
the Constitution (Ninety-third Amendment) Bill, 2001, at its sitting 

* Not recorded 
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